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sensory escapism
Immanuel Kant says in the Critique of Pure
Reason that “all our knowledge begins with the
senses, proceeds then to the understanding, and
ends with reason. There is nothing higher than
reason.” I agree, up to the point that the senses receive bearable signals. What happens every time
our senses undergo torturing, and a forest is not
that near to escape in true knowledge? How can
this equation work whenever our senses are tortured? Is knowledge safely led to pure reason under these circumstances?
Let’s take things from the beginning. What is
the importance of senses in our life? Senses recall memories. “Nothing revives the past so completely as a smell that was once associated with it”
reminds us of Vladimir Nabokov. A sight, a smell
or a sound might trigger a memory, positive or
not. However, we cannot change the past, but we
can change the future, associating our positive
memories with a pleasant sense, or even retouching a negative moment with a sense of eclectic optimism initiated by a careful choice of a sensation.
If, I say IF this is possible.
In modern decayed cities no matter how many
times we lock ourselves into our homes a sound
or a smell might enter our private space, intruding
like a vulgar threat. A driver’s freaking music, the
smell of petrol or burn food invade our homes,
violate our memories. Who is more eligible than
Helen Keller to say: “Smell is a potent wizard that
transports you across thousands of miles and all
the years you have lived? The odors of fruits waft
me to my southern home, to my childhood frolics
in the peach orchard. Other odors, instantaneous
and fleeting, cause my heart to dilate joyously or
contract with remembered grief.” What a responsibility of randomness! What a failure of isolation...

I was thinking
about all these
when for the
first time I decided I had to act drastically Unapologetically I
decided to make up devices and techniques so
that I could isolate myself from the randomness
of what my sensed received.
Vision. Close your eyes when you see something
you do not like, do not let it print its ugliness into
your brain, alternatively dodge visual broadcasts,
feeding your eyes with art. Audition. Wear headphones when you are out, or even at home, isolate yourself completely from background noises,
create your own sound heaven, select your perception vibration, save your eardrums opting for
invigorating frequencies. Gustation. Cook your
own food, don’t taste your animal friends, be selective on flavours, never allow your tongue to
have a tasting accident combine a memory with
ageusia. Olfaction. Pythagoras advised his students to have prepared their room in such a way
that upon waking up they could smell something
pleasant. Do this, odorize your moments, direct
olfactory receptor neurones. Somatosensation.
Sleep in soft sheets, desist tactile connection with
anything unpleasant and hug more your loved
ones and your pets.
What preceded was an effort to humorously approach a single fact I would really like to communicate, and that is to intervene in our receiving
of sensory messages imposed on us. Do not hesitate to look eccentric, to displease someone, if it
means that you can save yourself from a really bad
memory. Our senses create memories, memories
that come back to our senses again, charged with
the initial quality. Should we leave this to chance?
Trick and transcendent! Mary Vareli
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concerning inspiration.
Reading mostly, also archives of old prints
and postcards I collect. I like to go and discover my creatures’ real habitats and meet them
for real, exploring new places, and write about
them later.
What is your personal philosophy when
shooting images?
Really, just to push myself, not to be afraid, to
be confident and push my surroundings into
the wondrous.
portrait of Katie Eleanor

Mary Vareli: Tell us a few things about your
studies and your decision to become a photographer.
Katie Eleanor: Photography has always been
the art form that let me ground fantasy from
reality, and therefore became an addiction of
mine, a very early one, since 13 years old. I
haven’t really seen myself doing anything else
ever since.
Fashion photography or illustrations of fictional narratives? Which attracts you more?
Illustrations, naturally, I like fashion as it allows me to create fantastical fiction with a
real world context – but my personal work is
where my heart it.
Do you also do the makeup and create the
settings for a shooting?
Set design is always me, ‘fashion’ shoots require makeup artists but otherwise it’s just me
and my subject.
What is your secret inspiration? Your idiom
is so powerful I bet you have a solid basis,

Name some concurrent symbols that prevail
in your work, nature for example, and possibly tell us why you use them.
Love, death, decay, fantasy: nothing original,
the same things people have used art to explore since our creation.
What equipment do you use?

A medium format Pentax that I borrowed and
never returned (with permission), prints and
inks.
Favorite lenses?
I have only used one for the last few years;
it’s an 80 –
160mm f/4.
It came attached to
my Pentax.
What about
post-production?
I hand-color my photographs &
touch up in
Photoshop.
Color
or
black and
w h i t e ?
What
do
you
personally like
more? You
black and
white images are quite
intense,
while the
color ones
are soft and
dreamlike.
Color mostly, but sometimes a certain composition, subject, or story relies so heavily on
tone and contrast that black and white works
better.
What is your personal definition of imagination? Can imagination help us escape

harsh reality?
Imagination is everything; I hope I will never
escape it. It is my personal medication.
Do you enjoy exhibiting your work? Tell us
about your exhibitions, venues, audience
re ac ti ons,
and
anything else
you consider important.
I adore exhibiting
work, it is
the best way
my work is
seen. Right
now I am
working
with MMX
Gallery in
London,
whose curators understand and
support me
like no other.
You have
received
publicity
by associations such
as Yahoo,
L omography and The Royal Photographic Society,
and your fashion stories have been published by magazines such as Hunger and
Notion. Has this influenced your work in
any way?
These are opportunities I am eternally grate-

ful for, and allow me to connect, expand and
learn with other artists. They do not directly
influence my style, but give me the confidence
to trust myself.
Tell us about World Wide Women.
WWW is an international art collective of female photographers who celebrate each other
and the power feminine spirit through exhibitions and publications.
Favorite photographers that inspired you?
Sarah Moon: “I’ve often envied those who
photograph life. I avoid it. I start from nothing. I make up a story which I leave untold. I
imagine a situation which doesn’t exist. I wipe
out the space to invent another. I shift the
light. I rent everything unreal. And then I try.”
Favorite painters?
Currently Harry Clarke, it will have changed
by tomorrow.
Favorite writers and directors?

Always whoever I am currently reading
or watching. Anne Rice, again it will have
changed by tomorrow.
Are you a Romantic?
I think so.
Are you currently working on any project?
Yes, I am commencing work on a personal body of work at the moment, I am excited
and unsure but will continue to try and make
something tangible out of it.
What advice would you give to new photographers?
Keep going, don’t give in.
HOME PAGES / CONTACT
Katieeleanor.com
Instragram.com/_katieeleanor
Faceebook.com/katieeleanorphotography

Thierry Lauber
“isolation and melancholy, a Romantic
wanderer seeking the strangeness, the
beauty and the dark side of nature”
photographer
interview
France

Mary Vareli: You shoot inspired mobile images. Tell us more about your photography
and why you choose a mobile as a means.
Thierry Lauber: I use a mobile because, like
everyone, I also go out with this strange object
in my pocket.
Do you also shoot with other types of cameras? What about post-production? You
seem to like pinhole effects and burnt edges.
I have NO camera for more than ten years.
I’ m not a specialist in technology, I just discovered last year that I can crop and filter an
image using my mobile. It’s like a game to try
finding the best light, the perfect effect which
pleases my vision of this world in every image
I shoot.
Your images are characterized by isolation
and melancholy, would you consider yourself a Romanticist? A wanderer?
I have two days a week free to make ballads
in nature. I know many nice places, I love the
Rhine valley. I’m an intuitive person, I consider myself to be a Romantic wanderer, a truly
contemplative one. I like to find in nature what
gives inspiration to the composers of music I
love. I like the strangeness and the beauty of
nature and her dark sides too.
There are some symbols that prevail in your
work, tell us about them.
My motivation for shooting is lightning. I love
the dusk, winter sun and every melancholic
atmosphere. At the end of the day, it’s possible to see another beauty, another reality on
earth not so evident in summer daylight, for
instance. I love watching the clouds in the sky.
So, you work in a record shop and you compose music, tell us more about it.

I work in a record shop for twenty-five years.
I live with music all day. Music is in my head,
my heart and my soul. Nature is music. The
wind, the river the birds.
What is your secret inspiration?
My secret inspiration is music. I’d discovered
the cold scene in the eighties. 4AD bands like
DCD, Cocteau, Xmal and Xymox that I love so
Much. I appreciate the artwork of 23envelope.
Many bands are always in my heart: Bauhaus,
Trisomie 21, Norma Loy, complot Bronswick,
the great Joy Division. But KRAFTWERK was
the first real shock. I had a big collection of
vinyl (+2500) with new wave cold wave, batcave, Goth, electro and experimental indie.
This collection is now in the hands of an old
friend who is passionate about the same music. He works in the world of music too but in
Paris for Universal.
What is your personal philosophy when
shooting images? What makes you want to
shoot?
Like the music I love, I shot images when I see
hidden beauty or mysterious things that seem

pictures but
a prefer black
and
white,
darker, more
romantic to
me...
What is your
personal
definition of
imagination?
Imagination
is music. A
reflection of
the dreams.
An emanation
of the soul...
it’s one of the
most precious
human
capacities, one
wonderful incarnation of
imagination.

to have no meaning, no interest for most people. A little pond in a clean park for old “curis”
can be a place for doing incredible images. I
have no project for artwork. Perhaps one day.
Making photographs is really a personal pleasure.
Color or black and white? What do you personally like most? Favorite photographers?
I appreciate the work of All black and white
photographs. And all art pictures. But my
inspiration is nature. I love minimalist landscapes.... I like Franck Herbert’s Dune which
is like the history of the future. I love colorful

hibition?

Do you enjoy
showing your
work? Have
you considered any ex-

Sharing my photography is new for me. Not a
need but a simple joy. I consider now my FB
page as a conceptual artwork which presents a
great cold song I love and related to one of my
images. In one week, four songs and four pictures. BALLADVM CLIMAX MEMORIAE
(BCM) designed colored photos. And COLDVS CLIMAX MEMORIAE (CCM) designed
black and white.
Do you create artwork for musician apart
from your music?

A box of ballads, memory. But I’m really happy when one image could give inspiration to
an artist like Lory Fayer. The picture CCM L
posted autumn 2016, gave inspiration her for
a very good text. And This text inspired music and a beautiful song from SADAEMON !!
It’s called “Lady of the portrait”...that’s great !!
Behind some pictures on my FB page, you can
find some texts I wrote for Modus Operandi, a duo with Remy Manser, and others texts
I wrote last years. I dedicated one of these
writings to the very good composer Alain
Moreaux from the cold band l’Ordre d’Heloise. He wrote in April 2016 a very nice song
with This text called “ Un ami”.. I was very
honoured. What a pleasure when pictures and
writing become music...
Favorite painters?
Some years ago I read a book about the ancient history of the Mediterranean and Greco-roman ancient history. Orient and Celtic.
I’m really passionate in discovering our past.
And I have admiration for aesthetics from the
ancient world. I would like to take more images from antic ruins... Maybe one day... So my
favorite painter is Lawrence Alma-Tadema
and all painters in neo-Classic styles... And all
images that give emotions.
Favorite writers and directors? Favorite musicians? The influence of the cold wave genre
is apparent in your images, am I wrong??
The lovely poems of Lory Fayer. All these
bands are a real good surprise To me. I admire
the musical work of BEYOND SOUL, WONDER DARK, THE COLOURS OF SILENCE,
BELLS OF SOUL, DAGEIST and I AM THESHADOW. I’m Very happy and honored to be
in contact with them and that try like some
of my pictures. Only the name of these cold
bands gives an idea of what inspired me as I
took pictures....

Are you working on any project concerning
music or photography?
No exhibition during this period. I’m happy
when FB friends like what they see my soul
through my eyes.
As for music, I created with a friend a post-indie project in the year 1999 (Modus Operandi) in a punk spirit. One repeat, one song. And
some material (bass, rhythm box, rak effect).
It was very confidential. Only a few K7 were
diffused with artwork. We needed to express
some rage against a cynic society with no real
love. I offer a CD version to only one person...
A childhood friend who showed me bands of
4AD in the eighties. More recently I discovered the neo-cold scene...
Is there a message you want to give with
your compositions and images?
Embrace emotions and thrills; let joy enter
INTO your heart.
CONTACT
https://www.facebook.com/tierix.loberus

THEODOR KITTELSEN

AN ARTISTIC TESTIMONY OF NORTHERN PAGAN TRADITION

By Philippe Blache

doctor in socio-cultural anthropology

‘‘Great God! I’d
rather be A Pagan
suckled in a creed
outworn; So might
I, standing on this
pleasant lea, Have
glimpses that would
make me less forlorn; Have sight of
Proteus rising from
the sea; Or hear
old Triton blow his
wreathed horn –’’
William Wordsworth
Soria Moria
from Norske Folkeeventyr

All of his work depicts a great poetical capacity in description and contemplation,
with roots in primitive feelings of the people,
closer to nature and to an organic ideal which
characterises Norway cultural and historical community. Kittelsen will know a certain
success with the illustration of folktales. This
corresponds to Kittelsen’s fascination for the
mythological object and the popular poetry. With some of his contemporaries and representatives of neo-romanticism ( the legacy
of the German idealism school), Kittelsen
celebrates the substance of a community unified by its language, aesthetics and tradition
(Folk). Kittelsen has participated to the illustrations of Asbjornsen and Moe’s Norske folkeeventy for the 1914 edition.

Theodor Kittelsen, self portrait
TRAJECTORY OF A FOLKLORIST

Born in Kragerø, Norway in 1857 from a
family of eight children, Kittelsen started
his professional life by following the ideal
of a stable occupation, thus he first occupied the position of an apprentice watchmaker. Found of the marvellous, magical
combinations offered by the contemplative
quality of nature, the feelings it communicates, Kittelsen rapidly took the adventurous side of art, exploring his own creative
capacity. He became a pupil at a drawing
school in Christiania, then in Munich under the direction of Diderich Aall. Aall
discovered Kittelsen’s great capacity in
drawing, surrounded by a vivid imaginary
world that would soon be expressed under
fabulous, adventurous and distant worlds.
After a scholarship in Paris, he returned to
Norway where he started actively to make
a living with his paintings.

Astonishing defenders of the national romanticism and Norwegian popular folklore, the
two authors published an important collection
of tales which also includes the drawing contribution of Peter Nicolai Arbo, Erik Werenskiod. Most famous folkloric population
depicted by Kittelsen are the Trolls. Asbjornsen connects trolls to nature. They are giants,
hairy, strangely beaded, mostly undressed and
often armed with a club. they defend their
tribe with animal companions. They pursue
heroes and sometimes kidnap members of
the royal family. They are firstly recognisable
from humans thanks to their terrifying snorting and sniffing sounds.
Attached to the Norwegian nature, Kittelsen
is the defender of particular cultural values,
embedded in popular folklores. In that way,
his contemplative paganism depicts the landscapes variations and forest life populated
by supernatural creatures as echoes of people’s deep aspirations. The core of Kittelsen’s
poetical vision is also a vision of Man and his
mission on earth, an ethical and a mystical
mission which leads us to a realistic form of
heroïsm and to a spiritual communion
towards a romanticised nature.

A CULTURAL RENEWAL AT THE
HEART OF POPULAR MYTHOLOGIES
If Germany played a major role in the birth of
a new reflexion about the myth and folklore
(notably in the Sturm und Drang movement, in the Naturephilosophie of Schelling, the brothers Grimm and their studies
on rural customs and popular superstitions),
Norway and more generally Scandinavia
had a clear importance in its development.
After Herder, Brentano and Achim Von
Armin’s substantial observations on the
mythological knowledge (inspired or derivated from the Edda, Ossian) and its constitutive function in the accomplishment of
the national romanticism, the Danish philosopher Frederik Severin Grundtvig will
participate in this cultural renewal, making
large references to the gothic past, to the ancient pre-Christian mythologies in the consolidation of the national cultural identity of
his country.
With his free form thought, his meticulous
view on northern mythologies linked to noble moral ideals (revolutionary consciousness and social movement based on a collective and popular creativity) Grundtvig will
inspire the leaders of Norway’s romantical
movement. In this heritage, the creativity of
the people takes its source in the poetry, as a
primordial form of language. The expression
of this creativity makes the culture a living
organism, capable of transcending the nation in one individual collective. This new
philosophy of humanity and the awaken of
the creativity of Northen people is introduced
by Henrik Wegerland and the heroïc dimension he confers to his patriotic mythopoësis.
The fabulous, dramatic and epic dimensions
of Wegerland’s romantical poetries make echo
to Kittelsen’s unique depiction of his love for
grandiose landscapes, his enthusiasm for the
national neo-paganism and his devotion to

Henrik Wergeland
the mythologist movement. Another Norwegian romantical poet, Johan Welhaven also
expresses this spontaneous and natural communion with mythical personifications and
the visionary aspects of primitive poetry, in
its strength and authenticity. These elements
can be found in Kittelsen’s intuitive, naïve,
tender and frightening paintings.
The understanding of nature is mostly affective, mythological, giving its dignity to feelings, to the magical idealism, to the concrete
and immediate harmony between man and
his environment (organic totality).
Comparative mythological studies in history (George Dumézil) and in Anthropology
(Kluckohn, Frazer, Malinowski) demonstrates that an interference exists between the
psychological human history and the divine
one, myths are symbolic descriptions of nature
phenomena. In a way, Kittelsen’s paintings are
mythic tales which describe this interaction
between day-dream, fantasies and primitive
knowledge (inside a constellation of symbols

the enchanting world of poetical dreams, tales
and legends, the only and primitive language
which maintain the people awaken, capable of
perceiving the world in its integrality, respectful to ethnopluralism.
BIBLIOGRAPHY :

Jørgen Engebretsen Moe

and rituals). As stated by ethnographical observations, the myth is a living reality which
has its influence on the world and human
destinies. Kittelsen’s artwork is delivering an
aesthetic examination of this living reality and
primitive psychology which haunt the collective consciousness.
During all its career Kittelsen spread visions,
natural faith, feelings and mystical qualities
which encourage to valorize the « organic »
facet of art and the romantic renewal of northern culture. He is a great, creative and constructive representative of nordic tradition.
His faith is animated by a spontaneous love,
sustained by naïve depictions which converge
around an aesthetic of freedom. As a fantasist-mythological painter, Kittelsen followed
his neo-romantical intuition, going beyond
the materialism and the naturalism to enter
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BARON ADOLF DE MEYER
The
Debussy of
photography
French

1868 - 1946

BARON ADOLF
DE MEYER
Known for his celebrity portrait photographs, Baron Adolf de Meyer’s early life
is characterised by obscurity, possibly
initiated by himself. He was born in Paris in 1868 and became a respected member of the international photographic
community in 1896 when he moved
to London. Later, in 1899 he became a
member of the Linked Ring, a society of
Pictorialist photographers in Britain. A
membership earned by his innovative
Pictorialist photographs. His work depicted celebrities such as Mary Pickford,
Rita Lydig, Luisa Casati, Billie Burke,
Irene Castle, John Barrymore, Lillian
Gish, Ruth St. Denis, King George V of
the United Kingdom, and Queen Mary.
De Meyer married Donna Olga Caracciolo, a marriage of convenience rather
than romantic love since the groom was
homosexual and the bride was bisexual.

spending the next 16 years there. Although de Meyer had set a standard for
elegance and style, his Pictorialist-inspired fashion photographs were seen
as outmoded by the 1930s, and he was
forced to leave Harper’s Bazaar in 1932.
On the eve of World War II in 1938, de
Meyer returned to the United States. He
Between 1903 and 1907 his work was died in Los Angeles in 1946, aged 77, his
published in Alfred Stieglitz’s quarter- death being registered as ‘Gayne Adolly Camera Work. Cecil Beaton dubbed phus Demeyer, writer (retired)’.
him “the Debussy of photography”. In
1912 he photographed Nijinsky and the Today, few of his prints survive, most
Ballets Russes in Paris. On the outbreak having been destroyed during World
of World War I, the de Meyers moved to War II. A master of fashion photograNew York City, where he became a pho- phy and society portraiture, he captured
tographer for Vogue from 1913–21, and an elegant and carefree world which
for Vanity Fair. He was the first official ceased existence with World War II. His
fashion photographer for the Ameri- sophisticated photographs have become
can magazine Vogue. In 1922 de Meyer models for many contemporary fashion
accepted an offer to become the Harp- photographers.
er’s Bazaar chief photographer in Paris,

Arden advertisement

Ballerina Desiree Lubovska

Mary Nash by Adolf de Meyer 1919

The de Meyer’s on the Acropolis

FORTEANA
THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF CHARLES FORT
By Mary Vareli

“I believe nothing of my own that
I have ever written”

When large quantities of exhaustively documented “puzzling evidence” and facts that science avoids
are accumulated by observing
minds, then numerous accounts
of thoughts and observations are
compiled by restless minds. One of
these is Charles Fort.
CHARLES HOY FORT (August 6, 1874 –
May 3, 1932) was an American writer and
researcher who specialized in anomalous
phenomena, sometimes called Fortean and
Forteana, in other words strange phenomena,
unusual events or the unexplained or downright ludicrous. The people who are still inspired by his work are called Forteans and as
some of them love writing we can talk about
Fortean influence in the science fiction genre.
Some of his theories have developed into their
own schools of thought: for example, reports
of UFOs in ufology and unconfirmed animals
(cryptids) in cryptozoology. These new disciplines are not recognized by mainstream scientists or academics.
Fort’s studies were the outcome of reading scientific journals, newspapers and magazines
and collecting notes on things unexplained
by modern science. He emphasized on unrelated bits of information trying to find a
relation keeping notes on cards and scraps
of paper in shoeboxes, using his own shorthand invention. All to often he destroyed his
work and started anew. Some notes were published by the Fortean Society magazine Doubt
and, upon the death of its editor Tiffany Thayer during 1959 most were donated to the New
York Public Library, where they are still available.
Examples of Forteana are occult, supernatural,
and paranormal phenomena, teleportation,

falls of animals and
inorganic
materials, spontaneous
hu m a n
combustion, ball
lightning,
poltergeist
events; unaccountable noises
and explosions, levitation,
unidentified flying
objects, unexplained disappearances, giant
wheels of light in the oceans, the interconnectedness of nature and synchronicity. And
many more, of course.

“I believe nothing of my own that I
have ever written.”
Among the first who considered themselves
“Fortean” was the screenwriter Ben Hecht,
who in a review of The Book of the Damned
declared: “I am the first disciple of Charles
Fort… henceforth, I am a Fortean.” Among
Fort’s other notable fans were John Cowper
Powys, Sherwood Anderson, Clarence Darrow, and Booth Tarkington, who wrote the
foreword to New Lands. Of course, nowadays,
Forteans are not just the people who follow
Fort’s theories but, as a word, it is a euphemism related to people who like the paranormal phenomena and have a developed “agnostic skepticism” and a pronounced distrust
of authority in all its forms, whether religious,
scientific, political, philosophical or otherwise.

LIFE AND DEATH
Fort was born in Albany, New York, of Dutch
ancestry; abused and discouraged by his authoritarian grocer father, as his biographer
Damon Knight writes, he developed disrespect for authority and a secure sensation of
independence. Reading for school was one of
the things he disliked, as a consequence, as a
scholar and as a young adult he wanted to be
a naturalist exploring the world’s mysteries
through his collections of shells, stuffed birds
and minerals. Curious and smart as he was,
he chose to travel instead of adopting a formal education; “put some capital in the bank
of experience”.
At the age of 18 he left New York to through
the western United States, Scotland, and England, but unfortunately when he reached
Southern Africa he fell ill, so he came back
home and on October 26, 1896 he married
his nurse and prior childhood friend Anna
Filing. Fort started writing short stories quite
successfully; however they lived in poverty
and melancholy.
His uncle’s death in 1916 and his brother’s
death in 1917 provided Fort with a modest
inheritance, just enough money to quit his
various day jobs and to write full-time. Fort’s
nature was contrarian, this combined with his
wit and his experiences with newspapers editors initialized, freely this time, his tendency
to ridicule the pretensions of scientific positivism and rationalism.
Fort wrote ten novels but only one, The Outcast Manufacturers (1909), a tenement tale,
was published. It received positive reviews
but commercially it was utterly unsuccessful.
In 1915, Fort started writing two books, titled
X and Y, the first dealing with the idea that
beings on Mars were controlling events on
Earth, and the second with the postulation of
a sinister civilization extant at the South Pole.

These books caught the attention of writer
Theodore Dreiser, who attempted to get them
published, but to no avail. Discouraged by this
failure, Fort burnt the manuscripts, but was
soon renewed to begin work on the book that
would change the course of his life, The Book
of the Damned (1919), which Dreiser helped
to get published.
Fort and Anna lived in London from 1924
to 1926, having relocated there so Fort could
peruse the files of the British Museum. Both
were fond of movies and Ford enjoyed frequenting the parks near the Bronx through
piles of his clippings or riding the subway
down to the main New York Public Library
on Fifth Avenue. He also had some literary
friends who would gather on occasion at various apartments to drink and talk.
Fort was pleasantly surprised to find himself
the subject of a cult following. There was talk
of the formation of a formal organization to
study the type of odd events related by his
books. Clark writes, “Fort himself, who did
nothing to encourage any of this, found the
idea hilarious. Yet he faithfully corresponded with his readers, some of whom had taken
to investigating reports of anomalous phenomena and sending their findings to Fort”
(Clark 1998, 235). Even if he suffered from
poor health and failing eyesight, he distrusted
doctors and did not seek medical help for his
worsening health.
After he collapsed on May 3, 1932, Fort was
rushed to Royal Hospital in The Bronx. Later
that same day, Fort’s publisher visited him to
show him the advance copies of Wild Talents.
Fort died only hours afterward, probably of
leukemia. He was interred in the Fort family plot in Albany, New York. His more than
60,000 notes were donated to the New York
Public Library.

FORT’S BOOKS
Fort published five books during his lifetime,
including one novel.
Many Parts, 1901 (unpublished autobiography)
The Outcast Manufacturers, 1909 (B.W.
Dodge), novel
THE BOOK OF THE
DAMNED, 1919

“A procession of
the damned.
By the damned, I
mean the excluded.
We shall have a
procession of data
that Science has excluded.
So, by the damned, I mean the excluded.
But by the excluded I mean that
which will some day be the excluding.
Or everything that is, won’t be.
And everything that isn’t, will be—
But, of course, will be that which
won’t be—”
The Book of the Damned was the first published nonfiction work of Charles Fort (first
edition 1919). It is about various types of
anomalous phenomena including UFOs,
strange falls of both organic and inorganic
materials from the sky, odd weather patterns,
and the possible existence of creatures generally believed to be mythological, disappearances of people, and many other phenomena.

“Our general expression:
That the state that is commonly and absurdly
called “existence,” is a flow, or a current, or an
attempt, from negativeness to positiveness, and
is intermediate to both.
By positiveness we mean:
Harmony, equilibrium, order, regularity, stability, consistency, unity, realness, system, government, organization, liberty, independence,
soul, self, personality, entity, individuality,
truth, beauty, justice, perfection, definiteness—
That all that is called development, progress,
or evolution is movement toward, or attempt
toward, this state for which, or for aspects of
which, there are so many names, all of which
are summed up in the one word “positiveness.”
At first this summing up may not be very readily acceptable. At first it may seem that all these
words are not synonyms: that “harmony” may
mean “order,” but that by “independence,” for
instance, we do not mean “truth,” or that by
“stability” we do not mean “beauty,” or “system,” or “justice.” “
The title is related to the “damned” data;
meaning the data excluded by modern science, categorized as nonconforming, not
proved information. Fort perceives scientists
as conformists, unable to accept what does not
agree with their ideas and similar to religious
fundamentalists, implying with his thesis that
“the supposed “battle” between science and
religion is just a distraction for the fact that,
in his opinion, science is, in essence, simply a
de facto religion”. One of Fort’s examples was
the 1883 eruption of the volcano Krakatoa.
There was a strange glowing in the sky worldwide that scientists attributed to the eruption,
Fort claims that the phenomenon preceded
the eruption and somehow caused it, not the
opposite. He is also focusing on what interests
him more; strange “falls,” and discusses purported falls of fish, frogs, and various unidentifiable materials.
The book also deals with the findings of “thun-

derstones”, which supposedly fell from the sky
during lightning storms; with evidence for the
existence of giants (huge oversized axes too
big for any person to use) and fairies. There is
also a chapter on poltergeist phenomena and
the disappearances of people, UFO sightings
and the famous “Devil’s Footprints” mystery
in England during 1855.
Fort presents phenomena without any accurate source of explanation, therefore some
skeptics and critics, particularly Martin Gardner, have criticized Fort as simply a destructive critic (or “crank”) presenting negative
claims without positive accounts.
You can read the whole book here: http://www.
gutenberg.org/files/22472/22472-h/22472-h.
htm
NEW LANDS, 1925

“San Salvadors
of the Sky — a
Plymouth Rock
that hangs in the
heavens of Servia — a foreign
coast from which
storms
have
brought materials to the city of Birmingham, England.
Or the mentally freezing, or dying,
will tighten their prohibitions, and
the chill of their censorships will contract, to extinction, our lives, which,
without sin, represent matter deprived of motion. Their ideal is Death,
or approximate death, warmed over
occasionally only enough to fringe

with uniform, decorous icicles —
from which there will be no escape,
if, for the living and sinful and adventurous there be not San Salvadors somewhere else, a Plymouth
Rock of reversed significance, coasts
of sky-continents.”
New Lands was his second nonfiction book,
dealing primarily with astronomical anomalies and expanding his theory about the
Super-Sargasso Sea - a place where earthly
things supposedly materialize in order to rain
down on Earth. In New Lands Fort presents
the idea that there are continents above the
skies of Earth, citing as a proof, a number of
anomalous phenomena like strange “mirages”
of land masses, groups of people, and animals
in the skies.
Fort her also attacks the scientific community
mentioning a number of mysterious stars and
planets that scientists failed to account for.
New Lands was considered the worse of his
books by critics, initiating a number of ironic
comments attacking his allegations for continents in the sky.
You can read the whole book here:
www.resologist.net/landsei.htm
LO!, 1931

“A NAKED man
in a city street
-- the track of a
horse in volcanic
mud -- the mystery of the reindeer’s ears -- a
huge, black form,
like a whale, in
the sky, and it

http://

drips red drops as if attacked by celestial swordfishes -- an appalling cherub
appears in the sea -Confusions.
Showers of frogs and blizzards of snails
-- gushes of periwinkles down from the
sky -The preposterous, the grotesque, the incredible -- and why, if I am going to tell
of hundreds of these, is the quite ordinary so regarded?
An unclothed man shocks a crowd -a moment later, if nobody is generous
with an overcoat, somebody is collecting handkerchiefs to knot around him.
A naked fact startles a meeting of a scientific so- [1/12] ciety -- and whatever
it has for loins is soon diapered with
conventional explanations.
Chaos and muck and filth -- the indeterminable and the unrecordable and
the unknowable -- and all men are liars -- and yet -Wigwams on an island -- sparks in
their columns of smoke.
Centuries later -- the uncertain columns are towers. What once were fluttering sparks are the motionless lights of
windows. According to critics of Tammany Hall, there has been monstrous
corruption upon this island: nevertheless, in the midst of it, this regularization has occurred. A woodland sprawl
has sprung to stony attention.”
Lo! is the third and most popular published
nonfiction work of Fort that continues exploring astronomy, continuing from New

Lands, and brings forward once more a diverse range of strange phenomena similar to
The Book of the Damned. What is explored
is animal mutilations and attacks on people,
strange swarming of balls, the appearance of
various strange people from nowhere (the famous cases of Princess Caraboo and Kaspar
Hauser), and the mysterious disappearances
of others (including the diplomat Benjamin
Bathurst, and vessels such as the Mary Celeste, Carroll A. Deering, and USS Cyclops,
presaging later interest in the Bermuda Triangle phenomenon).
Fort wrote an extensive chapter on the winter
of 1904-5 in Britain, when a widespread religious revival in England and Wales coincided with numerous other strange occurrences: the appearances of ghosts, poltergeists, a
few purported cases of Spontaneous Human
Combustion, and a ravenous wolf (or perhaps
werewolf) mutilating sheep and other farm
animals in Northumberland.
Lo! also presents a new cosmology that the
earth is stationary in space and surrounded
by a solid shell which is “... not unthinkably
far away.” Lo!, as a title, is inspired by Fort’s
portrayal of astronomers as quack prophets,
pointing towards the skies and saying “Lo!”,
who make premature, positivistic and flamboyant announcements that are far from precise. Quite an attack to astronomers who were
very much in fashion since the discovery of
the Planet Pluto. Fort even challenged Albert Einstein’s theories of relativity, claiming
that the whole matter could be explained by a
transit of the Sun, pointing out contradictions
in scientists’ statements to the press.
The most important aspect of the book is the
fact that Fort is credited to have coined the
now-popular term teleportation, tied to the
Super-Sargasso Sea and later expanded in
Wild Talents. His thesis is that there is a kind
of a cosmic force know as “cosmic joker” that

endangered. It is a tag, or a label: but
of course every tag, or label, fits well
enough at times. A while ago, I noted
a case of detectives who were searching for a glass-eyed man named
Jackson. A Jackson, with a glass eye,
You can read the whole book here: http:// was arrested in Boston. But he was
www.resologist.net/loei.htm
not the Jackson they wanted, and
pretty soon they got their glass-eyed
WILD TALENTS, 1932
Jackson, in Philadelphia. I never de“I AM A collector of notes upon sub- veloped anything out of this item -such as that, if there’s a Murphy with
jects that have dia hare lip, in Chicago, there must be
versity -- such as
another hare-lipped Murphy somedeviations from
where else. It would be a comforting
concentricity in
idea to optimists, who think that ours
the lunar crais a balanced existence: all that I reter Copernicus,
port is that I haven’t confirmed it. “
and a sudden appearance of purThe fourth and final non-fiction book also
ple Englishmen
deals with fitting Fort’s new theory of psychic
-- stationary meteor-radiants, and a and mental power into unexplained phenomreported growth of hair on the bald ena and, of course, is another attack to the scientific community. It is consider the best of
head of a mummy -- and “Did the his books full of his “tongue-in-cheek sense
girl swallow the octopus?”
of self-deprecating humor”. It is shorter and
But my liveliest interest is not so much less clattered than his previous works and includes a section on his own purported psyin things, as in relations of things. I chic experiences. Poltergeists, spontaneous
have spent much time thinking about human combustion, animal mutilations, vamthe alleged pseudo-relations that are pires, and ghosts – along with many supposed
called coincidences. What if some of cases of psycho-kinesis and ability to control
one’s surroundings, witchcraft and murder by
them should not be coincidences?... mental suggestion are also mentioned. There
can teleport people, animals, and materials.
Mysterious falls of animals and strange materials, flying stones, poltergeist activity and
many more are incorporated in the theory of
teleportation, besides the teleportation from
the Super-Sargasso Sea can explain these phenomena.

In the explanation of coincidence
there is much of laziness, and helplessness, and response to an instinctive fear that scientific dogma will be

is also an impressive list of “occult criminology”, meaning people apparently being
murdered under peculiar or unexplainable
circumstances. Fort claims that humans are
able to transform into animals at will, citing a
number of cases of werewolves and other similar creatures such as gorillas and hyenas.

What is interesting in Wild Talents is that Fort
largely disregards his previous teleportation
theory and incorporates it into his new thesis. Rather than a vague “Cosmic joker”, as he
postulated in his earlier books, the responsibility for these occurrences are freak powers
that occur in the human mind, that cannot be
naturally developed, but are a sort of throwback to primeval times. In primeval times,
man needed such extraordinary powers in
order to survive in the wilderness. All people
can potentially develop these powers if they
literally put their mind to it. Fort attacks the
general sense of taboo, which prevents wild
talents from being accepted, and suggests that
such people would become acceptable if science would regard them as such.
You can read the whole book here:
www.resologist.net/talentei.htm

http://

POSTHUMOUS EDITIONS:
The Books of Charles Fort (1941; Holt), intro
by Tiffany Thayer, index by Henry Schlanger.
Complete Books of Charles Fort, Dover
Publications, New York, 1998, hardcover,
ISBN 0-486-23094-5 (with introduction by
Damon Knight)
The Book of the Damned: The Collected
Works of Charles Fort, Tarcher, New York,
2008, paperback, ISBN 978-1-58542-641-6
(with introduction by Jim Steinmeyer)
OTHER WRITERS’ OPINION ON FORT
Notable literary contemporaries of Fort openly admired his writing style and befriended
him. Among these were: Ben Hecht, John
Cowper Powys, Sherwood Anderson, Clarence Darrow, and Booth Tarkington.
After Fort’s death, the writer Colin Wilson

Woodcut of a sea serpent by Olaus Magnus from
Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus, Rome, 1555

said that Fort made “no attempt to present
a coherent argument.” He described Fort as
“a patron of cranks”, while at the same time
he compared Fort to Robert Ripley, a popular contemporary cartoonist and writer who
found major success publishing similar oddities in a syndicated newspaper panel series
named Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Wilson
called Fort’s writing style “atrocious” and “almost unreadable”, yet despite his objections to
Fort’s prose, he allowed that “the facts are certainly astonishing enough.” In the end, Fort’s
work gave him “the feeling that no matter how
honest scientists think they are, they are still
influenced by various unconscious assumptions that prevent them from attaining true
objectivity. Expressed in a sentence, Fort’s
principle goes something like this: People with
a psychological need to believe in marvels are
no more prejudiced and gullible than people
with a psychological need not to believe in marvels.”
However, Jerome
Clark wrote that
Fort was “essentially a satirist
hugely skeptical
of human beings’
– especially scientists’ – claims to
ultimate knowl-

edge.” Clark described Fort’s
writing style as a “distinctive blend of mocking humor, penetrating insight,
and calculated outrageousness.”Fort was skeptical of
sciences and wrote his own
mocking explanations to
defy scientists who used traditional methods.
THE FORTEAN SOCIETY
AND SCHOLARLY
EVALUATION

The Fortean Society was initiated at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel in New York
City on 26 January 1931 by some of Fort’s
friends, many of whom were significant writers such as Theodore Dreiser, Ben Hecht, Alexander Woollcott, and organized by fellow
American writer Tiffany Thayer, half in earnest and half in the spirit of great good humor, like the works of Fort himself. The board
of founders included Dreiser, Hecht, Booth
Tarkington, Aaron Sussman, John Cowper
Powys, the former editor of Puck Harry Leon
Wilson, Woollcott and J. David Stern, publisher of The Philadelphia Record. Active members of the Fortean Society included journalist
H.L. Mencken and prominent science fiction
writers such as Eric Frank Russell and Damon
Knight.
Fort, however, rejected the Society and refused
the presidency, which went to his friend writer Theodore Dreiser; he was lured to its inaugural meeting by false telegrams. As a strict
non-authoritarian, Fort refused to establish
himself as an authority, and further objected
on the grounds that those who would be attracted by such a grouping would be spiritualists, zealots, and those opposed to a science
that rejected them; it would attract those who
believed in their chosen phenomena: an attitude exactly contrary to Forteanism. Fort did

hold unofficial meetings and had a long history of getting together informally with many
of New York City’s literati such as Theodore
Dreiser and Ben Hecht at their various apartments where they would talk, have a meal and
then listen to brief reports.
The magazine Fortean Times (first published
during November 1973), is a proponent of
Fortean journalism, combining humour,
skepticism, and serious research into subjects
which scientists and other respectable authorities often disdain.
Another such group is the International Fortean Organization (INFO). INFO was formed
during the early 1960s (incorporated during
1965) by brothers, the writers Ron and Paul
Willis, who acquired much of the material of
the original Fortean Society which had begun
during 1932 in the spirit of Charles Fort but
which had largely ceased by 1959 with the
death of Tiffany Thayer. INFO publishes the
INFO Journal: Science and the Unknown and
organizes the FortFest, the world’s first, and
continuously running, conference on anomalous phenomena dedicated to the spirit of
Charles Fort. INFO, since the mid-1960s,
also provides audio CDs and filmed DVDs of
notable conference speakers: (Colin Wilson,

John Michell, Graham Hancock, John Anthony West, William Corliss, John Keel, Joscelyn
Godwin among many others). Other Fortean societies are also active, notably the Edinburgh Fortean Society in Edinburgh and the
Isle of Wight.
Fort is acknowledged by religious scholars
such as Jeffrey J. Kripal and Joseph P. Laycock
as a pioneering theorist of the paranormal
who helped define “paranormal” as a discursive category and provided insight into its importance in human experience. Although Fort
is consistently critical of the scientific study of
abnormal phenomena, he remains relevant
today for those who engage in such studies.
LITERARY INFLUENCE
More than a few modern authors of fiction
and non-fiction who have written about the
influence of Fort are sincere devotees of Fort.
One of the most notable is British philosopher
John Michell says: “Fort, of course, made no
attempt at defining a world-view, but the evidence he uncovered gave him an ‘acceptance’
of reality as something far more magical and
subtly organized than is considered proper today.”
Stephen King also uses the works of Fort to
illuminate his main characters, notably It and
Firestarter. In Firestarter, the parents of a pyrokinetically gifted child are advised to read
Fort’s Wild Talents rather than the works of
baby doctor Benjamin Spock. Loren Coleman
is a well-known cryptozoologist, author of The
Unidentified (1975) dedicated to Fort, and
Mysterious America, which Fortean Times
termed a Fortean classic. Indeed, Coleman
terms himself the first Vietnam era conscientious objector to base his pacificist ideas on
Fortean thoughts. Jerome Clark has described
himself as a “sceptical Fortean”. Mike Dash is
another capable Fortean, bringing his historian’s training to bear on all manner of odd re

ports, while being careful to avoid uncritically
accepting any orthodoxy, be it that of fringe
devotees or mainstream science. Science-fiction writers of note including Philip K. Dick,
Robert Heinlein, and Robert Anton Wilson
were also fans of the work of Fort. Fort’s work,
of compilation and commentary on anomalous phenomena has been carried on by William R. Corliss, whose self-published books
and notes bring Fort’s collections up to date.
During 1939 Eric Frank Russell first published the novel which became Sinister Barrier, in which he names Fort explicitly as an
influence. Russell included some of Fort’s data
in the story. Ivan T. Sanderson, Scottish naturalist and writer, was a devotee of Fort’s work,
and referenced it heavily in several of his own
books on unexplained phenomena, notably
Things (1967), and More Things (1969). Louis Pauwels and Jacques Bergier’s The Morning
of the Magicians was also heavily influenced
by Fort’s work and mentions it often. Author
Donald Jeffries referenced Charles Fort repeatedly in his 2007 novel The Unreals.
The noted UK paranormalist, Fortean and ordained priest Lionel Fanthorpe presented the
Fortean TV series on Channel 4. Paul Thomas
Anderson’s popular movie Magnolia (1999)

has an underlying theme of unexplained
events, taken from the 1920s and ‘30s works
of Charles Fort. Fortean author Loren Coleman has written a chapter about this motion
picture, entitled “The Teleporting Animals
and Magnolia”, in one of his recent books. The
film has many hidden Fortean themes, notably “falling frogs”. In one scene, one of Fort’s
books is visible on a table in a library and
there is an end credit thanking him by name.
In the 2011 film The Whisperer in Darkness,
Fort is portrayed by Andrew Leman.
RESOURCES
Fortean Organisations:
The Charles Fort Institute
The Fortean Society
Fortean Museums and Galleries:
International Cryptozoology Museum
Fortean Magazines:
Fate
Fortean Times
The Skeptic
Fortean Television:
Fortean TV
Fortean Films:
Chemical Wedding
Dust Devil
El Topo
Grim Prairie Tales
The Mothman Prophecies
Repo Man
Wisconsin Death Trip
Fortean favourite Art:
William Blake
Hieronymus Bosch
Richard Dadd
James Hampton
John Martin

Andy Paciorek
Austin Osman Spare
Source
http://fortean.wikidot.com/fortean-culture
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THE STORY OF
UTOPIAS

THE UTOPIAS OF ESCAPE AND THE UTOPIAS OF RECONSTRUCTION
By Lewis Mumford

Pieter Bruegel the Elder -The
Tower of Babel

To leave the external world the
way it is, or to change it ?
Escape or compensation seeks
an immediate release from
the difficulties or frustrations
. Change attempts to provide a
condition for our release in the
future.

UTOPIA has long been another

name for the unreal and the impossible. We have set utopia over against
the world. As a matter of fact, it is our
utopias that make the world tolerable to
us: the cities and mansions that people
dream of are those in which they finally
live. The more that men react upon their
environment and make it over after a
human pattern, the more continuously
do they live in utopia; but when there
is a breach between the world of affairs
and the overworld of utopia, we become
conscious of the part that the will-toutopia has played in our lives, and we
see our utopia as a separate reality.
It is the separate reality of utopia that we are
going to explore in the course of this book—
Utopia as a world by itself, divided into ideal commonwealths, with all its communities
clustered into proud cities, aiming bravely at
the good life.
This discussion of ideal commonwealths gets
its form and its color from the time in which
it is written. Plato’s Republic dates from the
period of social disintegration which followed
the Peloponnesian War; and some of its mordant courage is probably derived from the
hopelessness of conditions that came under
Plato’s eye. It was in the midst of a similar period of disorder and violence that Sir Thomas
More laid the foundations for his imaginary
commonwealth: Utopia was the bridge by
which he sought to span the gap between the
old order of the Middle Age, and the new interests and institutions of the Renaissance.
In presenting this history and criticism of utopias we are perhaps being pulled by the same
interests that led Plato and More onwards,

for it is only after the storm that we dare to
look for the rainbow. Our fall into a chasm
of disillusion has stimulated us to discuss
in a more thorough way the ultimate goods,
the basic aims, the whole conception of the
“good life” by which, in modern times, we
have been guided. In the midst of the tepid
and half-hearted discussions that continue to
arise out of prohibition laws and strikes and
“peace” conferences let us break in with the
injunction to talk about fundamentals—consider Utopia!
Man walks with his feet on the ground and
his head in the air; and the history of what
has happened on earth—the history of cities
and armies and of all the things that have had
body and form—is only one-half the Story of
Mankind.
In every age, the external scenery in which the
human drama has been framed has remained
pretty much the same. There have been fluctu-

ations in climate and changes in terrain; and
at times a great civilization, like that of the
Mayas in Central America, has arisen where
now only a thick net of jungle remains; but the
hills around Jerusalem are the hills that David
saw; and during the historic period the drowning of a city in the Netherlands or the rise of
a shifting bank of real estate along the coast of
New Jersey is little more than the wearing off
of the paint or a crack in the plaster. What we
call the material world constantly changes,
it goes without saying: mountains are stript of
trees and become wastes, deserts are plowed
with water and become gardens. The main
outlines, however, hold their own remarkably
well; and we could have travelled better in Roman days with a modern map than with the
best chart Ptolemy could have offered us.
If the world in which men live were the world
as it is known to the physical geographer, we
should have a pretty simple time of it. We
might follow Whitman’s advice, and live as
the animals, and stop whining for all time
about our sins and imperfections.
What makes human history such an uncertain and fascinating story is that man lived in
two worlds—the world within and the world
without—and the world within men’s heads
has undergone transformations which have
disintegrated material things with the power
and rapidity of radium. I shall take the liberty
of calling this inner world our idolum (ido´lum) or world of ideas. The word “ideas” is
not used here precisely in the ordinary sense.
I use it rather to stand for what the philosophers would call the subjective world, what
the theologians would perhaps call the spiritual world; and I mean to include in it all
the philosophies, fantasies, rationalizations,
projections, images, and opinions in terms
of which people pattern their behavior. This
world of ideas, in the case of scientific truths,
for example, sometimes has a rough correspondence with what people call the world;

but it is important to note that it has contours
of its own which are quite independent of the
material environment.
Now the physical world is a definite, inescapable thing. Its limits are narrow and obvious. On occasion, if your impulse is sufficiently strong, you can leave the land for the sea, or
go from a warm climate into a cool one; but
you cannot cut yourself off from the physical
environment without terminating your life.
For good or ill, you must breathe air, eat food,
drink water; and the penalties for refusing to
meet these conditions are inexorable. Only a
lunatic would refuse to recognize this physical
environment; it is the substratum of our daily
lives.
But if the physical environment is the earth,
the world of ideas corresponds to the heavens.
We sleep under the light of stars that have long
since ceased to exist, and we pattern our behavior by ideas which have no reality as soon
as we cease to credit them. Whilst it holds together this world of ideas—this idolum—is
almost as sound, almost as real, almost as in-

Utopia (Libellus vere aureus, nec minus salutaris quam festivus, de optimo rei
publicae statu deque nova insula Utopia) is a work of fiction and socio-political
satire by Thomas More (1478–1535) published in 1516 in Latin.

escapable as the bricks of our houses or the
asphalt beneath our feet. The “belief ” that the
world was fiat was once upon a time more
important than the “fact” that it was round;
and that belief kept the sailors of the medieval world from wandering out of sight of land
as effectively as would a string of gunboats or
floating mines. An idea is a solid fact, a theory is a solid fact, a superstition is a solid
fact as long as people continue to regulate
their actions in terms of the idea, theory, or
superstition; and it is none the less solid because it is conveyed as an image or a breath
of sound.
This world of ideas serves many purposes. Two
of them bear heavily upon our investigation
of utopia. On one hand the pseudo-environment or idolum is a substitute for the external
world; it is a sort of house of refuge to which
we flee when our contacts with “hard facts”
become too complicated to carry through
or too rough to face. On the other hand, it is
by means of the idolum that the facts of the
everyday world are brought together and assorted and sifted, and a new sort of reality is
projected back again upon the external world.
One of these functions is escape or compensation; it seeks an immediate release from
the difficulties or frustrations of our lot. The
other attempts to provide a condition for
our release in the future. The utopias that
correspond to these two functions I shall
call the utopias of escape and the utopias of
reconstruction. The first leaves the external
world the way it is; the second seeks to change
it so that one may have intercourse with it on
one’s own terms. In one we build impossible
castles in the air; in the other we consult a surveyor and an architect and a mason and proceed to build a house which meets our essential needs; as well as houses made of stone and
mortar are capable of meeting them.
Why, however, should we find it necessary
to talk about utopia and the world of ideas at

Title woodcut for Utopia written by Thomas More.

all? Why should we not rest secure in the bosom of the material environment, without flying off into a region apparently beyond space
and time? Well, the alternative before us is
not whether we shall live in the real world or
dream away our time in utopia; for men are
so constituted that only by a deliberate discipline—such as that followed by a Hindu ascetic or an American business man—can one or
the other world be abolished from consciousness. The genuine alternative for most of us is
that between an aimless utopia of escape and
a purposive utopia of reconstruction. One
way or the other, it seems, in a world so full of
frustrations as the “real” one, we must spend a
good part of our mental lives in utopia.
Nevertheless this needs a qualification. It is
plain that certain types of people have no need
for private utopias and that certain communities seem to be without them. The savages
of the Marquesas whom Hermann Melville

described seem to have had such a jolly and
complete adjustment to their environment
that, except for the raids of hostile tribes—and
this turned out to be chiefly sport which only
whetted their appetites for the feast that followed—everything needed for a good life at
the South Sea level could be obtained by direct attack. The Marquesans had no need to
dream of a happier existence; they had only
to grab it.
At times, during childhood perhaps, life has
the same sort of completeness; and without
doubt there are many mature
people who have manufactured out of their limitations a
pretty adequate response to a
narrow environment; and have
let it go at that. Such people feel
no need for utopia. As long as
they can keep their contacts restricted, only a deliberate raid
from the outside world would
create such a need. They are
like the sick man in the parable of the Persian poet, whose
only desire was that he might
desire something; and there
is no particular reason to envy them. People
who will not venture out into the open sea pay
the penalty of never having looked into the
bright eyes of danger; and at best they know
but half of life. What such folk might call the
good life is simply not good enough. We cannot be satisfied with a segment of existence,
no matter how safely we may be adjusted to
it, when with a little effort we can trace the
complete circle.
But there have been few regions, few social orders, and few people in which the adjustment
has not been incomplete. In the face of perpetual difficulties and obstructions—the wind
and the weather and the impulses of other
men and customs that have long outlived their
use—there are three ways, roughly, in which

a man may react. He may run away. He may
try to hold his own. He may attack. Looking
around at our contemporaries who have survived the war, it is fairly evident that most of
them are in the first stage of panic and despair.
In an interesting article on The Dénouement
of Nihilism, Mr. Edward Townsend Booth
characterized the generation born in the late
eighties as suffering a complete paralysis of
will, or else, “if any initiative remains to them,
they emigrate to Europe or the South Sea Islands, or crawl off into some quiet corner of
the United States—but most of them continue where they were stricken in a
state of living death.” (The Freeman.)
Speaking more generally, running away does not always mean
a physical escape, nor does an
“attack” necessarily mean doing something practical “on the
spot.” Let us use Dr. John Dewey’s illustration and suppose
that a man is denied intercourse
with his friends at a distance.
One kind of reaction is for him
to “imagine” meeting his friends,
and going through, in fantasy, a whole ritual of meeting, repartee, and discussion. The
other kind of reaction, as Dr. Dewey says, is
to see what conditions must be met in order
to cement distant friends, and then invent the
telephone. The so-called extrovert, the type of
man who has no need for utopias, will satisfy his desire by talking to the nearest human
being. (“He may try to hold his own.”) But it
is fairly plain that the extrovert, from the very
weakness and inconstancy of his aims, is incapable of contributing anything but “good nature” to the good life of the community; and
in his hands both art and invention would
probably come to an end.
Now putting aside the extrovert, we find that
the two remaining types of reaction have ex-

pressed themselves in all the historic utopias.
It is perhaps well that we should see them first
in their normal, everyday setting, before we
set out to explore the ideal commonwealths of
the past.
More or less, we have all had glimpses of the
utopia of escape: it is raised and it collapses
and it is built up again almost daily. In the
midst of the clanking machinery of a paper
factory I have come across a moving picture
actress’s portrait, stuck upon an inoperative
part of the machine; and it was not hard to
reconstruct the private utopia of the man who
minded the levers, or to picture the world into
which he had fled from the roar and throb and
muck of the machinery about him. Who has
not had that utopia from the dawn of adolescence onwards—the desire to possess and
be possessed by a beautiful woman?
Perhaps for the great majority of men and
women that small, private Utopia is the only
one for which they feel a perpetual, warm interest; and ultimately every other utopia must
be translatable to them in some such intimate
terms. Their conduct would tell us as much if
their words did not confess it. They leave their
bleak office buildings and their grimy factories, and night after night they pour into the
cinema theater in order that they may live for
a while in a land populated by beautiful, flirtatious women and tender, lusty men. Small
wonder that the great and powerful religion
founded by Mahomet puts that utopia in the
very foreground of the hereafter! In a sense,
this is the most elementary of utopias; for, on
the interpretation of the analytical psychologist, it carries with, it the deep longing to
return to and remain at rest in the mother’s
womb—the one perfect environment which
all the machinery and legislation of an eager
world has never been able to reproduce.
In its most elemental state, this utopia of escape
calls for a complete breach with the butcher,

the baker, the
grocer, and the
real, limited,
imperfect people that flutter
around us. In
order to make
it more perfect, we eliminate the butcher and baker
and transport
ourselves to a
self-sufficient
John Dewey
island in the South
Seas. For the most part, of course, this is an
idle dream, and if we do not grow out of it, we
must at any rate thrust other conditions into
it; but for a good many of us, idleness without
a dream is the only alternative. Out of such
fantasies of bliss and perfection, which do not
endure in real life even when they occasionally bloom into existence, our art and literature
have very largely grown. It is hard to conceive
of a social order so complete and satisfactory
that it would rob us of the necessity of having
recourse, from time to time, to an imaginary
world in which our sufferings could be purged
or our delights heightened. Even in the great
idyll painted by William Morris, women are
fickle and lovers are disappointed; and when
the “real” world becomes a little too hard and
too sullen to face, we must take refuge, if we
are to recover our balance, into another world
which responds more perfectly to our deeper
interests and desires—the world of literature.
Once we have weathered the storm, it is dangerous to remain in the utopia of escape; for it
is an enchanted island, and to remain there is
to lose one’s capacity for dealing with things as
they are. The girl who has felt Prince Charming’s caresses too long will be repulsed by
the clumsy embraces of the young man. who
takes her to the theater and wonders how the
deuce he is going to pay the rent if they spend

more than a week on their honeymoon. Moreover, life is too easy in the utopia of escape,
and too blankly perfect—there is nothing to
sharpen your teeth upon. It is not for this that
men have gone into the jungle to hunt beasts
and have cajoled the grasses and roots to be
prolific, and have defied, in little open boats,
the terror of the wind and sea. Our daily diet
must have more roughage in it than these daydreams will give us if we are not to become
debilitated.
In the course of our journey into utopia we
shall remain a little while in these utopias of
escape; but we shall not bide there long. There
are plenty of them, and they dot the waters of
our imaginary world as the islands that Ulysses visited dotted the Ægean Sea. These
utopias however belong to the department of
pure literature, and in that department they
occupy but a minor place. We could dispense
with the whole lot of them, hag and baggage,
in exchange for another Anna Karenin or The
Brothers Karamazov.
The second kind of utopia which we shall
encounter is the utopia of reconstruction.
The first species represents, the analytical psychologist would tell us, a very primitive kind
of thinking, in which we follow the direction
of our desires without taking into account any
of the limiting conditions which we should
have to confront if we came back to earth and
tried to realize our wishes in practical affairs.
It is a vague and messy and logically inconsequent series of images which color up
and fade, which excite us and leave us
cold, and which—for
the sake of the respect our neighbors
have for our ability to
add a ledger or plane
a piece of wood—we
had better confine to
William Morris

the strange box of records we call our brain.
The second type of utopia may likewise be colored by primitive desires and wishes; but these
desires and wishes have come to reckon with
the world in which they seek realization. The
utopia of reconstruction is what its name implies: a vision of a reconstituted environment
which is better adapted to the nature and aims
of the human beings who dwell within it than
the actual one; and not merely better adapted
to their actual nature, but better fitted to their
possible developments. If the first utopia leads
backward into the utopian’s ego, the second
leads outward—outward into the world.
By a reconstructed environment I do not mean
merely a physical thing. I mean, in addition,
a new set of habits, a fresh scale of values, a
different net of relationships and institutions,
and possibly—for almost all utopias emphasize the factor of breeding—an alteration of
the physical and mental characteristics of the
people chosen, through education, biological selection, and so forth. The reconstructed
environment which all the genuine utopians
seek to contrive is a reconstruction of both
the physical world and the idolum. It is in this
that the utopian distinguishes himself from
the practical inventor and the industrialist.
Every attempt that has been made to domesticate animals, cultivate plants, dredge rivers,
dig ditches, and in modern times, apply the
energy of the sun to mechanical instruments,
has been an effort to reconstruct the environment; and in many cases the human advantage has been plain. It is not for the utopian
to despise Prometheus who brought the fire
or Franklin who captured the lightning. As
Anatole France says: “Without the Utopians
of other times, men would still live in caves,
miserable and naked. It was Utopians who
traced the lines of the first city. . . . Out of generous dreams come beneficial realities. Utopia
is the principle of all progress, and the essay
into a better future.”

Our physical reconstructions however have
been limited; they have touched chiefly the
surfaces of things. The result is that people live
in a modern physical environment and carry
in their minds an odd assortment of spiritual
relics from almost every other age, from that
of the primitive, taboo-ridden savage, to the
energetic Victorian disciples of Gradgrind
and Bounderby. As Mr. Hendrik van Loon
pithily says: “A human being with the mind
of a sixteenth century tradesman driving a
1921 Rolls-Royce is still a human being with
the mind of a sixteenth century tradesman.”
The problem is fundamentally a human problem. The more completely man is in control
of physical nature, the more urgently we must
ask ourselves what under the heavens is to
move and guide and keep in hand the controller. This problem of an ideal, a goal, an end—
even if the aim persist in shifting as much as
the magnetic north pole—is a fundamental
one to the utopian.
Except in the writings of the utopians, and this
is an important point to notice in our travels
through utopia, the reconstruction of the material environment and the reconstitution of
the mental framework of the creatures who
inhabit it, have been kept in two different compartments. One compartment is supposed to
belong to the practical man; the other to the
idealist. The first was something whose aims
could be realized in the Here and Now; the
other was postponed very largely to the sweet
by-and-bye. Neither the practical man nor the
idealist has been willing to admit that he has
been dealing with a single problem; that each
has been treating the faces of a single thing as
if they were separate.
Here is where the utopia of reconstruction
wins hands down. It not merely pictures a
whole world, but it faces every part of it at the
same time. We shall not examine the classic
utopias without becoming conscious of their
weaknesses, their sometimes disturbing idio-

syncrasies. It is important at present that we
should realize their virtues; and should start
on our journey without the feeling of disparagement which the word utopian usually calls
up in minds that have been seduced by Macaulay’s sneer that he would rather have an
acre in Middlesex than a principality in utopia.
Finally, be convinced about the reality of utopia. All that has happened in what we call human history—unless it has left a building or a
book or some other record of itself—is just as
remote and in a sense just as mythical as the
mysterious island which Raphael Hythloday,
scholar and sailor, described to Sir Thomas
More. A good part of human history is even
more insubstantial: the Icarians who lived only
in the mind of Étienne Cabet, or the Freelanders who dwelt within the imagination of
a dry little Austrian economist, have had more
influence upon the lives of our contemporaries than the Etruscan people who once dwelt
in Italy, although the Etruscans belong to what
we call the real world, and the Freelanders and
Icarians inhabited—Nowhere.
Nowhere may be an imaginary country, but
News from Nowhere is real news. The world
of ideas, beliefs, fantasies, projections, is (I
must emphasize again) just as real whilst it
is acted upon as the post which Dr. Johnson
kicked in order to demonstrate that it was solid. The man who wholly respects the rights of
property is kept out of his neighbor’s field perhaps even more effectively than the man who
is merely forbidden entrance by a no-trespass
sign. In sum, we cannot ignore our utopias.
They exist in the same way that north and
south exist; if we are not familiar with their
classical statements we at least know them as
they spring to life each day in our own minds.
We can never reach the points of the compass; and so no doubt we shall never live in
utopia; but without the magnetic needle we
should not be able to travel intelligently at all.

It is absurd to dispose of utopia by saying that
it exists only on paper. The answer to this is:
precisely the same thing may be said of the
architect’s plans for a house, and houses are
none the worse for it.

versed the whole territory between Plato and
the latest modern writer. If the story of utopia
throws any light upon the story of mankind
it is this: our utopias have been pitifully weak
and inadequate; and if
they have not exercised
We must lose our sense
enough practical influof remoteness and severence upon the course of
ity in setting out on this
affairs, it is because, as Viexploration of ideal comola Paget says in Gospels
monwealths, as some of
of Anarchy, they were
the fine minds of the past
simply not good enough.
have pictured them. Our
We travel through utopia
ideals are not something
only in order to get bethat we can set apart from
yond utopia: if we leave
the main facts of our existhe domains of history
tence, as our grandmothers
when we enter the gates
sometimes set the cold,
of Plato’s Republic, we
bleak, and usually moldy
do so in order to re-enparlor apart from the livter more effectively the
ing rooms of the house: on
dusty midday traffic of
the contrary, the things we
the contemporary world.
dream of tend consciously
So our study of the clasor unconsciously to work
sic utopias will be folthemselves out in the patlowed by an examination
tern of our daily lives. Our
of certain social myths
utopias are just as human
and partial utopias that
and warm and jolly as the
have played an important
world out of which they
part in the affairs of the
are born. Looking out from
Western World during
the top of a high tenement,
the last few centuries.
over the housetops of ManIn the end, I promise, I
hattan, I can see a pale towshall make no attempt to
er with its golden pinnacle
present another utopia; it
Left
wing
of
the
triptych
Garden
of
Earthly
Delights,
by
Hiergleaming through the soft onymus Bosch
will be enough to survey
morning haze; and for a mothe foundations upon which
ment all the harsh and ugly lines in the land- others may build.
scape have disappeared. So in looking at our
utopias. We need not abandon the real world In the meanwhile, our ship is about to set sail;
in order to enter these realizable worlds; for and we shall not heave anchor again until we
it is out of the first that the second are always reach the coasts of Utopia.
coming.
Finally, an anticipation and a warning. In
our journey through the utopias of the past
we shall not rest content when we have tra-

From “The Story of Utopias” by Lewis Mumford,1922
This is a survey of the development of the concept of
Utopia, by one of the foremost urban planning theorists of the 20th century.

ASTRAL TRAVELS WITH JACK LONDON

“THE STAR ROVER”

AN EVOCATION OF CONFINEMENT
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How can the worlds, encompassed within a single
consciousness, interfere with the shared
reality of modern society?
William Blake’s “The Soul Hovering
over the Body”

Twenty times a day, a catamaran sets out from
the Northern California town of Larkspur. The
vessel traces a graceful arc southward toward
the San Francisco Ferry building, passing outcroppings of red boulders, low hills of golden
grass, and the occasional houseboat. Before
long the skyline of San Francisco appears,
pearly white and silver towers surmounting
the permanent bank of fog that shrouds the
Golden Gate. The tourists who throng at starboard to take in the view rarely notice that another landmark looms directly behind them.
San Quentin.

“I stood in the open door”, detail from a posed photograph of Jack London from his autobiographical
memoir The Road (1907)

On the centenary of Jack
London’s death, Benjamin
Breen looks at the writer’s last
book to be published in his
lifetime, The Star Rover —
a strange tale about solitary
confinement and interstellar
reincarnation, which speaks
to us of the dreams and struggles of the man himself.

The prison’s environs are disarmingly beautiful. The building itself, of course, is as stern as
one would expect a maximum-security penitentiary to be — all stained concrete walls and
grim, cathedral-like buttresses. But the landscape is enchanting. At night, with crickets
humming in the hills and mist-shrouded stars
glowing above San Francisco, the juxtaposition feels dreamlike, hallucinatory. It is here,
in this prison amid paradise, that the action of
Jack London’s The Star Rover plays out.

San Quentin State Prison, ca. 1913 \

London’s sole foray into the realm of science fiction and fantasy is simultaneously a
hard-bitten, minimalist monologue about life
in solitary confinement and an exuberant tour

of the universe. The book’s narrator, Darrell
Standing, moves disarmingly from the agony of his confinement in a strait-jacket to his
travel amidst the stars equipped with a glass
wand that allows him to access an infinity of
past lives, including a fourth-century hermit,
a shipwrecked seal-hunter, a medieval swordsman, and a confidant of Pontius Pilate. It is a
novel about sensory deprivation in a shared
reality, and sensory overload in a private one.
This is a deeply eclectic book. It borrows liberally from the forebears of the fantasy genre:
fairy stories, Norse legend, Greek myths. But
it also manages to include feuding UC Berkeley scientists, “dope fiends,” Neolithic hunter-gatherers, kimchi, and a journalistic exposé
of the modern prison system. The bizarre multiplicity is precisely the point. London’s narrative does many things, but it always seems to
circle back to the question of how the worlds
encompassed within a single consciousness
can interfere with the shared reality of modern society. As we hurtle towards a near future of immersive virtual reality and unceasing digital connectedness, The Star Rover has
much to tell us.

Inmates at San Quentin State Prison gather for a
concert, date unknown

The novel’s evocation of confinement sprang
from a painful first-hand experience. London
grew up impoverished and fatherless, and he
lived rough as a teenager. During the winter of
1894 he served thirty days in the Erie County
Penitentiary in Buffalo, jailed for the crime of
vagrancy at the age of eighteen. The grimness
of this wintry prison stint stuck with London.
“Man-handling was merely one of the very
minor unprintable horrors of the Erie County
Pen”, he wrote in his memoir The Road (1907):

I say “unprintable”; and in justice I must
also say indescribable. They were unthinkable
to me until I saw them, and I was no spring
chicken in the ways of the world and the awful abysses of human degradation. It would
take a deep plummet to reach bottom in the
Erie County Pen, and I do but skim lightly
and facetiously the surface of things as I there
saw them.
London’s experiences of prison and riding the
rails in the fallout of the Panic of 1893 radicalized him. He joined the Socialist Labor Party in 1896 and began giving fiery speeches in
Oakland parks. By the time he began The Star
Rover — which originally entered the world
as a magazine serial in February of 1914 —
London drifted away from Socialist politics.
Yet the narrative retains a vein of gritty realism that recalls the work of his friend Upton
Sinclair. The central character Darrell Standing’s confinement in “the jacket” was inspired
by London’s interviews with Ed Morrell, a

former Old West outlaw who had suffered a
brutal period of confinement in San Quentin.
Amidst his star roving, Darrell Standing also
finds time to reflect on the evils of the Philippine-American War: “It was laughable to behold Science prostituting all the might of its
achievement and the wit of its inventors to the
violent introducing of foreign substances into
the bodies of black folk.”

Oregon Volunteer Infantry on firing line at Pasig, ca.
1899, during the Philippine-American War

London was wrapping up the writing of The
Star Rover when the First World War began.
Although he couldn’t have anticipated the
looming cataclysm of August 1914, London’s
personal life had been in a shambles since the
previous summer. That August, his beloved
country estate, Wolf House, had burnt to the
ground under mysterious circumstances. In
the same year, he penned Jack Barleycorn,
an autobiographical novel about what London, a severe alcoholic, called “the clear white
light of alcohol”. Olivia Laing, in her fabulous
book The Trip to Echo Spring: On Writers and
Drinking, observes that alcoholic novelists often circle around their disease in their fiction,
never quite acknowledging the extent of their
own denial. London’s self-described “alcoholic
memoir” manages, somehow, to dance around

its central subject, never fully acknowledging
the substance abuse that would kill him at
age forty. “Read John Barleycorn and you will
soon enough discover what ails him”, wrote
one of London’s acquaintances. “The tragedy
is that he does not even seem to know how far
gone he is.”
Yet London, at some level, did know it. His
writings in this period reveal a keenly intelligent man attempting to work through the
metaphysics of his own addictions. We see
this in John Barleycorn’s personification of
alcohol intoxication as a dialogue with a nebulous force that London calls “the White Logic”. We see it in the same book’s references
to “Hasheesh Land … the land of enormous
extensions of time and space”, and in the odd
detail of Darrell Standing using needles to escape his prison cell (London had become an
IV morphine user by this time). And we see it
in the central motive force of The Star Rover,
which is propelled not by drugs or drink but
another form of altered consciousness — the
hallucinations brought on by sensory deprivation.
The book, in short, centers on that famous
concept of another drug-taking adventurer-writer, Arthur Rimbaud: “the systematic
derangement of all the senses”.
It is tempting to speculate about the degree to
which London also found inspiration in the
various occult currents running through the
bohemian circles of the San Francisco Bay
Area in the 1910s. It was a time and place in
which members of Aleister Crowley’s Ordo
Templi Orientis might meet the first wave
of American Buddhists, or a young Gertrude Stein cross paths with John Muir. The
Star Rover certainly channels the cosmopolitanism of the Bay Area in this pre-War era.
Standing’s astral projection borrows from the
aesthetics of post-Victorian occultists, just as
his astral travels reflect London’s fascination
with the lands across the Pacific. In one pas-

sage, Standing tries to use his bizarrely detailed knowledge of kimchi (“the best kimchi
is made by the women of Wosan”) to convince
his fellow inmates that he has tapped into a
previous life as a shipwrecked sailor in Korea “who through, various births and deaths,
bequeathed his experiences to me, Darrell
Standing.”
There is something here of the eighteen-yearold Jack London’s desire to be what he called
“a brain merchant”. Reading as much as nineteen hours a day (by his own perhaps unreliable count) London studied for his entrance
exams at UC Berkeley with an urgency that almost suggested an erasure of the self, a desire
to mentally inhabit other lives through books.
Standing goes a step further: with his astral
projection, he becomes these other lives, and
the reader can follow him.
This desire to gain access to worlds beyond
the self carried over from London’s obsessive
self-education to his uncontrollable drinking.
As London put it in 1913, there are two type
of alcoholics: the first are those who drink to
numb consciousness, abandoning reality in
favor of “pink elephants” (the first use of the
term in print, it would appear). The second
seek a drunken brain and not a drunken body
— an escape into creativity rather than oblivion. London reckoned himself among the latter camp, and we might read The Star Rover
as an extended exploration of London’s own
attempts to harness sensory derangement to
creative ends.

London writing in 1905, as pictured in The Book of
Jack London (1921) by his wife Charmian London.
the photograph is captioned “The Sea Wolf ”, the
name of Jack’s novel published the previous year
(left) London, with pig, six days before he died, as
pictured in The Book of Jack London (1921) by his
wife Charmian London

Darrell Standing also likens his hallucinatory visions of astral projection to what “men
enjoy in drug dreams, and deliriums”. This,
too, was a form of escape that London knew
well. His most recent biographer, Alex Kershaw, describes London’s drug chest — filled
with “strychnine, strontium sulphate, aconite,
belladonna, morphine” and opium — as “the
most important object in his life”.
Yet despite its themes of captivity, addiction,
and murder, The Star Rover is also a celebration of the power of storytelling to overcome
personal misery. Standing’s fantasies are an
escape from reality, but, London seems to argue, a healthy escape. “Incessantly to remember”, narrates Standing, “means obsession,
lunacy. So the problem I faced in solitary,

where incessant remembering strove
for possession of me, was the problem
of forgetting”. To record everything, to
forget nothing — Standing’s malady is
familiar to us because it is ours as well.
Perhaps the joyous and unrestrained
creativity of The Star Rover suggests a
solution.
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My advice is always followed by King
Ptolemy IX, named as Lathyrus, King
of Egypt. Of course my advice involves
important things, as also trivial ones.
Important matters of the state require
the king’s approval but his people’s daily
struggles and agony demand his attention and sometimes his judgement. As
for a person of my position, of my standing, giving advice for both of these two
distinctive categories of state affairs is
necessary. I am also honoured with the
utmost respect and trust of our King.
Many years ago I significantly contributed to the construction and perfection
of a series of clockwork mechanisms
that substantially helped the navigation of our ships between Alexandria,
Rome and Rhodes. This was thanks to
my knowledge of mathematics and astronomy.
For the story I will now tell you now regards
a trivial matter, something that happens to
both kings and peasants without any distinction. But who knows what the intentions our
Gods have. Me, from time to time, I am seeking their advice. My intentions were to make
everybody feel that my intentions were to loyally serve our king and our city. On the next
day of the events of this story I visited the holy
temple again. I pray often but this day I could
only think about these events, even if they
seem unworthy of further attention and without importance.
Often, they can see me visiting the Serapion.
The Alexandrian Serapion, a temple that is
not full of Egyptian sphinxes like the one in
Memphis, but of Greek statues. But for me, as
an Egyptian I cannot feel so close to the Hellenized form of a temple, with the idealized faces and bodies depicted in the statues. Here in

Alexandria, people are still divided between
the tradition of the Greeks that conquered us
and our Egyptian past, this is something that
brings great sorrow to me.
I, myself visited Greece. I visited Rhodes,
where I discussed with renowned scholars and
philosophers on politics, mathematics and
astrology. But still, Egypt is where I grew up
in, and this is the only palace I always served.
And rose through the ranks. And I do strive
to make Egypt become stronger and stronger.
Will this happen? Many ambitious plans are
to take place under Ptolemy the Divine. His
name will be remembered even when these
plans are just a memory of the past. My name
will be forgotten, no one will mention, Ermotelis the king’s advisor, our fate is to move
in the shadows of history. But still, the people that know more things, and know thing
in depth, will spend time and time searching
for minor details for us. I wished they will
find this one for me, but alas they will not. I
am now writing down my memories hoping
that they will not be lost and erased from the
hands of history like morning mist.
It was a hot summer night, as all summer
nights are in Alexandria. Even this, seems trivial and normal. It was a quite month without a
serious disruption in the matters of the kingdom, our kingdom graced by the glory of our
ancestors and Gods. Ships full of grains were
leaving every day for Athens, for Rhodes, but
most of them were going for Rome, may Poseidon be on their side. We had many fertile
years in the Nile for long time and the people
were peaceful, happily following their daily
routines.
Our king had ambitious things in his mind
and he was planning to establish one of his
candidates in Damascus and other parts of
Syria. This was an affair of utmost importance
since the Seleucids, even if they did not stand
to the legacy of our glorious common ancestor, they were still wealthy and powerful in

our Mediterranean Sea.
I find particularly fruitful to make a late nights
walk to the royal gardens that grace our palace,
this helps me carefully analyse and consider
my plans for the administration of our kingdom and the fate of our people. This night, a
clear sky, something so usual here in Egypt,
with a half moon and a pleasant heat. Moving
around the gardens, I was so surprised to see
a purple dressed figure moving towards me.
Purple is a royal colour and it was not difficult
even for a man of my age to recognize our king.
My dearest reader, it is very easy to imagine
my surprise on this view and I stopped to give
my respects. Our king returned my greetings.
I asked him the purpose of his night walk since
this was something that he was never doingor at least nothing that I was aware of. What
he said to me was simply the description of a
dream. But he wasn’t convinced that this was
a dream or a vision that he should take seriously into consideration. So he would be very
interested to hear the opinion and advice of
his trustworthy counsellor and he asked me to
listen to his description.
Our king imagined that he was his great ancestor, Ptolemy I the Sotyr, a general in the
army of Alexander the Great. Αn afternoon
he was returning from his hunting and he
and his company stopped to have some rest.
He could not recognize the place, it was a
forest, unlike the empty desert that Egypt is.
Most men from his companion left and went
to bring some water, leaving him just with
his personal guards that were patrolling the
area. Then two people suddenly appeared to
be slowly walking towards him. It was a woman and a much older man. The woman was
simply dressed and she was beautiful, but not
young. The man on the other hand attracted
his attention. His characteristics were unusual. He had broad shoulders, big arms and his
hair were combed in the fashion of Greeks.
His face though had Jewish characteristics.

Sun was burning behind him. The king kept
looking around but no sight of the other men,
of his companion.
He let both of them approach him and asked
them what they want. The woman spoke first,
saying that she wants nothing anymore since
the best years of her life has passed. The man
then asked where they are going to and why
they stopped here. The king answered that
they went for hunting and they are returning
back to the palace, now they are just having
some rest. He then asked their names.
But no answer came and both of them stayed
there staring at the king. Finally, the woman stepped forward and said with a slow and
clear voice.
“Your mother’s lover made her a woman but
age came fast on her. Be respectful for his remains”. The king left there standing, and then
looked around the vast, empty, desert. Where
once where trees now were only sand. And his
soldiers were nowhere to be seen, disappeared.
And the man and the woman kept staring at
him with the blazing sun behind them without answering his questions. The tone of his
voice was becoming stronger and louder but
they stood there motionless and speechless.
The king stood up panicked.
And then he woke up, got dressed in his purple, royal clothes and left the room. While he
was walking, trying to clear his mind, I met
him and he was still pale as the moon. I remember we spent some time talking about
it in the garden and I carefully and sincerely
told to our king my opinion on it, which he
carefully considered.
It is said that our age is an age of wisdom,
where philosophy and astrology thrive in our
world and especially in Alexandria. But still
we are people that respect what lies above us,
our whole existence is based on the metaphysical questions. He asked me to give an expla-

nation to the dream, and I did my best for it,
even if I realize deep inside me that most of
them have no meaning and are a simple reflection of our day life.
I then told to Ptolemy that the woman is his
mother (with whom our king’s relationship
was never good) and I advised him that this is
now a chance to reconcile. And that the man is
Alexander Jannaeus, the Greek king of Judea,
hence the dual characteristics, a man against
whom our king a year later went to war.
Now in the end of my life, with my king long
dead I am thinking that what I said was not
correct. I enraged my king and forced him
to such aggressiveness. Maybe the woman
was not his mother, Cleopatra, but Macedonia, in Greece, the country from where all
of them descended. Maybe the man was not
just a man, not Alexander Jannaeus, but was
a whole city and a whole political system, he
was Rome, which will eventually conquer all
of us. I can now see that this is inevitable, their
legions cannot be stopped. Maybe the remains
where the sarcophagus of Alexander the Great
that our king disrespected and this brought
his end, a disgraceful end, no doubt. Our city
bears the name of Alexander and a disrespect
on his legacy and his body is not tolerated
from neither the people nor the senate.
Or maybe they were nothing at all, just a
dream without any meaning, without any
connection to reality. Who knows what really
this was, was it a dream, and was it a vision, or
perhaps it was a miracle. What I am thinking
is that it does not matter anymore, since what
happened now cannot be changed. The past

Bust of Ptolemy I Soter,
king of Egypt and founder
of the Ptolemaic dynasty.
The identification is based
upon coin effigies.

is past, no reason from me to regret or think
about one of the countless paths that every
moment is there for us, but we choose only
one. And the one we choose, then leads us to
countless other branches and goes on and on
and on.
At this moment, there is not a long time left
for me in this world. I wish to continue advising our king Ptolemy XII, Auletes is how
people call him, as wise as possible, or as wise
as I believe, and rule in secret for the time that
remains to me.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Panagiotis Dallas, 19th April 2017, panosdallas@gmail.com
I never had much interest in the Hellenistic years, in
my mind it was a rather decadent and degenerate period,
yet it seems rather interesting (for some people exciting i
am sure) and since it is similar to our times is definitely
worth exploring. Hence i would welcome any comments
and suggestions on the story. Cavafy (with his sense of irony and ingenious critic) and Jorge Luis Borges are the people from whom this short story draws inspiration.
History says that Ptolemy IX (ruler from 116-107,
87-81 B.C) replaced Alexander the Great’s sarcophagus
with a glass one. He then melted the original in order to
make gold coins in a state of emergency, as has been said
by Strabo.
- Δ.Λιαντίνης, Γκέμμα: “Καταφρόνια, που τη φανερώνει
στον ίδιο βαθμό ο στίχος του από το ποίημα Η Δόξα των
Πτολεμαίων: Είναι γελοίος ο Σελευκίόης με την αγοραία
του τρυφή. Έτσι μιλάει ξεπεσμένος επίγονος για ξεπεσμένο
επίγονο.”

Marble statue head with
stucco, likely originally of
Ptolemy IX, then altered
slightly by Ptolemy X. Late
2nd/early 1st century B.C.
Originally found at Memphis in Egypt, now residing in the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.

GREECE Lake Plastiras also called Tavropos
Reservoir is an artificial lake fed by Tavropos (Megdovas) river,
located in Karditsa regional unit, near the
city of Karditsa, Greece.
The lake is named after the Greek general
and politician Nikolaos
Plastiras. The building of the dam started on December 14,
the flooding started in
1959.
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THE MOON
AND THE NIGHTSPIRIT

Band Interview Hungary

“The golden age is not a historical era but a condition and,
as such, it is present all the time; the only thing it depends
on is whether there is someone to realize it.. .” Hamvas Béla

Mary Vareli: The Moon and the Nightspirit
is a Hungarian folk music duo founded in
2003 by Ágnes Tóth and Mihály Szabó, so
the rest of the band is session musicians?
Ágnes Tóth / Mihály Szabó Regarding songwriting and studio recording The Moon and
the Nightspirit is a duo. However, on live
shows we are joined by two musicians (Gergely Cseh: bass, Gabor Vegh: percussions) expanding to a four-member band.
Was there any other project before The
Moon and the Nightspirit, or any parallel
projects?
We were both members of a Hungarian avantgarde metal band called Evensong before the
formation of The Moon and the Nightspirit.
Four albums had been released with this band
before it ended. Other than that we were not
involved in any bands.
What inspired you to name the band The
Moon and the Nightspirit?
We wanted a name full of expressions. In our

case Moon symbolises the magical, mystical
aspect of nature, the world of dreams, the starry kingdom of beauty and innocence. Nightspirit is the seeker, the dreamer, searching for
the stellar-manifested truth of existence.
What inspires your music writing? Natural
mysticism is definitely one of the things that
characterise the band.
Indeed. Mother Nature inspires us greatly.
And also the ancient traditions telling about
a golden age of spirituality and transcendental existence. The Moon and the Nightspirit is
a musical manifestation of our own spiritual
journey towards the Light and unity.
Your lyrics are mostly in English, but you
also cherish Hungarian. What defines which
language to use?
We only used English on our first album (Of
dreams forgotten and fables untold) since
then all our albums are in Hungarian only. We
can express ourselves more easily and precisely, using our own language. We also think that
Hungarian has a very nice and magical tone
and fits perfectly well with our music. There

are, or there will be English, translations for
all of our songs.
Did you enjoy your participation in
Wave-Gotik-Treffen? Have you performed
in other continents apart from Europe?
Yes, playing at WGT is always a great experience and the audience is always very kind and
enthusiastic. We hope we will have the opportunity to play there again in the future.
Apart from Europe, we played several shows
in North-America and South-Korea. A plan
for a tour in South-America is in process.
Let’s hope the best.
Ágnes Tóth’s singing has been compared
to Elisabeth Toriser of Dargaard. Do you
agree?
We really love the albums of Dargaard and
Elisabeth Toriser is an exceptional singer, so
it’s a big compliment, thank you.
Your band is a multi-instrumentalist one.
The traditional sound prevails. What instruments do you use?

We use the violin, 12 string acoustic guitar,
piano, woodwinds (flute, kaval, fujara), morin-khuur, harp, jaw-harp, dulcimer, kalimba
and percussions (tapan, djembe, derbuka).
Tell us a few things about your new album.
“Metanoia” is a Greek word.
We use the word “Metanoia” in a philosophical/metaphysical manner. It refers to a turning point, a returning to the original and pristine path of existence. A spiritual awakening
to an inner golden age of innocence and unity, the realisation that we are all part of the
same source, a unity with Nature, the starry
Universe and with our own divine self. This
transcendental theme is the main concept of
the new album.
Do you believe that “a rebirth, an awakening of the higher self, and the rekindling of
an inner flame” can be a weapon of humanity against the new dark ages the world experiences?
This is about finding inner peace, a spiritual awareness and is best summarized by this
quote from Hungary’s greatest philosopher,

Hamvas Béla: „ The golden age is not
a historical era but a condition and,
as such, it is present all the time; the
only thing it depends on is whether
there is someone to realize it.. .” Our
albums are small contributions to
this idea and maybe a little help for
those who walk the same path.
Can you write a few words next to
each studio album?
Of Dreams Forgotten and Fables
Untold (2005)
Our debut album, our journey begins here. A calm and serene album.
Regő Rejtem (2007)
The first album with Hungarian lyrics only. More vivid and shamanistic with a lot
of Hungarian folk music inspiration.
Ősforrás (2009)
We dig deeper into the ancient traditions and
shamanism. Instrumentation becomes more
diverse and varied.
Mohalepte (2011)
Our one and only self-released album. A lot
of classical music inspiration, such as Béla
Bartók, Zoltán Kodály. A turning point, our
musical world expands into new dimensions.
Holdrejtek (2014)
The first album released by Prophecy Productions. A continuation of the musical world of
Mohalepte, with more matured songwriting.

There aren’t many bands here playing this
kind of music but those who do, play it on a
very high level.
As far as your art is concerned, do you have
a dream that you hope will come true?
We have no big dreams but we would like to
reach as many people as possible with this
kind of music. We do our best to help those
who walk a spiritual path.
Can you name some favourite collaborations? Either on LPs or in live shows?

The illustrations are Ágnes’s reflections to the
music and the lyrics. It is an important part
of The Moon and the Nightspirit. They are all
exclusively painted for the albums.

We shared a stage with a lot of great bands
throughout the years. It was a great honour
to support Blackmoor’s Night on several European concerts and we had the opportunity
to play at a lot of great festivals such as WGT,
Castlefest, Trolls and Legends, just to name a
few.
As for the LP collaborations, Agnes’s sang on
several albums of Thy Catafalque, a very exciting and innovative metal band from Hungary.

How is the situation in Hungary concerning
the particular scene you represent?

What advice would you give to new musicians of the genre?

Your albums are also characterised by their
magical artwork created by Tóth. Tell us
more!

We are not really the ones to give advice but if
we must, here it is: Find your own voice and
stay authentic to yourself.
Favourite writers, painters and directors
that have inspired you?
Béla Hamvas, Sándor Weöres, Friedrich Nietzsche, classical greek philosophers, Béla
Tarr, Andrei Tarkovsky, Salvador Dali, Rassouli.
Thank you very much!
Thanks for the opportunity. We enjoyed answering your questions a lot!
Agnes and Mihaly
HOME PAGE / CONTACT
http://www.themoonandthenightspirit.com
Ágnes Tóth
photos on this page by Alexander Löbel

Mihály Szabó

Gergely Cseh

Ágnes Tóth's artwork for
Ősforrás album

silentport
Band
Interview
Roman Rütten
&
Lory Fayer
Germany / Italy

“a poetic and modern form of
forgotten things like real emotions, a clearly defined music
structure where the voice is like
a second instrument”

Mary Vareli: When did Silentport start? Roman, it is your first solo project, how many
sessions musicians / collaborators does it
have?
Roman Rütten: No, it is not really my first
solo project. Before Silentport, I had a project
with a Portuguese female singer, it was called
“Lamento”. But it never came to a real result.
After this cooperation, I thought “let’s do
something just on my own”. I started writing
lyrics. Lyrics about the deepest things I had
never thought of being published. And I started singing. It still has to do with a lot of self-esteem. It is hard to come out of the shadow of
Endraum. It was the feeling of being totally
naked. Like a new-born baby. So I decided to
do everything by myself. After some remixes
by the internet (Stillife, Mnomized …) I got
into contact with Lory Fayer. She was and is
a very old Endraum fan and it was fantastic
for her to start a collaboration with me. So I
started to use here wonderful poems. And the
idea was born, to start with an album in the
English language and only the poems of Lory.
By that time Lory had put me in contact with
Laura Agerli, from Italy. So I started to sing a
duet. A wonderful experience.
How do you personally define the type of
music you create? What does the name imply?
Roman Rütten: I would define my music as a
poetic and modern form of forgotten things
like emotions. Real emotions. A clearly defined music structure where the voice is like
a second instrument. The music I compose is,
and I can watch back onto 34 years of individual compositions and attempts to find the
own way. Maybe you can call “Silentport” a
transporter for deep, unspoken desires. So it
is a silent port where everything unexpected
will find a place.
Tell us about the instruments /equipment

you use. In which genres would you categorize your music? What are your influences
concerning music?
Roman Rütten: My main instrument is the
piano. I am composing everything on it. I am
composing songs in my head because I have
the sound, the melody, and the full arrangement in mind. The piano is maybe something
like my deep and personal voice. It is a link
between my thoughts and the reality.
And I am using a lot of samples from postpunk bands to keep their spirit alive. All the
string arrangements are like a filling part. Not
as important as the piano parts. I love every single note of the piano. Sometimes it is
enough just to play two or three notes on it. It
is like a sun rising in the morning for me …
And I feel my musical development is very
close to the early 80s. So I try to keep the sound
of this era alive in my arrangements. Sad Lovers and Giants, Joy Division, New Order or Siglo XX are very influential bands, even today.

Any lives or albums planned?
Roman Rütten: About a live concept … it
seems, for the moment, too difficult. I have
not the strength to do it right now. But I I am
thinking about it. Maybe after the release of
my first CD at the end of this year. It will be
released on Weisser Herbst together with the
other project called “Opfer der Hingabe”.
I will start slowly to wake up my label. But
at first, I am thinking of projects, not “real
band” attitudes.
Did you belong to any other bands in
the past besides the Foam Of
The Days, Endraum, Crux
Ansata, Lucid, Del Cam,
Lamento, Lago and
Opfer der Hingabe?
Tell us a few things
about each project.
Roman Rütten:
Foam Of The
Days (1981 –
1990)
This was my first
and most experimental project. It
was a mix of industrial attempts and
the wish to do pop
structures. But with less
equipment than today, so I
started with two tape recorders one was playing and the other
recording. And I was playing live between
those strange machines. And I have used a
lot of records as samples from my childhood.
Like Wald Disney samples from Aristocats or
samples from old horror records like Dracula
…
Crux Ansata (1987 - 1990)
Was originally two-man show by Hovi (En-

draum) and Alex (Void). At a party, they
heard my piano playing and it was a musical
love at first sight. They asked me if I will play
keyboards in their band and here we were …
a drummer came and and and. We have done
a lot of live gigs. Because the music was live.
Very close to the spirit of JD and the musicality of New Order. So it was for me the real
home of my personal post-punk area. But
not for a long time. So I recognised that there
must happen something more. Something
more than I could imagine. Something new.
Something unspoken.
Endraum (1989 till today)
And here we are. The
unspoken got a
name. Endraum.
A picture of
nothing and
ever ything.
German
l ang u age.
Extreme
dark and
poetic.
Maybe for
me the link
between a
romantic
soul and a
hard reality.
After 25 years of
working together.
Ups and downs. The
force to create with every
release something new forced
Hovi and me into a break. But we are
still alive. And we will come back.
Opfer der Hingabe (1991-1992 … reunion
from 2013 till now)
It was and still is again a cooperation between
Dieter Mauson from “Nostalgie Eternelle“ and
me „ Endraum“. With ODH we have made the
attempt to find a new electronic, EBM style

with influences of both bands.
Since 2012 we started again. We have now
prepared a full-length CD and we are working
for small live gigs.
A new thing for me because I am playing the
bass guitar like I am doing it with Silentport.
Very close to the style of peter hook. So that’s
my part to keep the past alive.

with the same spirit, the same strength to keep
it working. I believe that most of the singers I
used to work with, were waiting for me to be
the head, the engine … the whatever …

Lucid (1993)
This project was my first big attempt to get a
contract with a commercial project.
It was the mix between dark and melancholic statements mixed with a commercial background. Very atmospheric music based on a
kind of trip-hop beats. Laura Carleton was the
female singer and she came from the professional opera style. But at the moment when
the contract was ready to sign, I think it was
Sony music, Laura got back to her roots and
cancelled the contract, life can be like that...

Roman Rütten: I think it is quite simple. By
facebook. Lory told me that she likes Endraum a lot and that she writes poems. And
here we go. For me, it was a fantastic thing to
see how she writes her poems. With an unbelievable power, an inner force to break out, to
open unspoken thoughts and words. For me it
was a clear thing: here you will find something
more than just lyrics … poems. Magical poems and the chance to give them life. To make
them true, to give them the light of life …
It is also the other thing, the thing I need as a
musician; inspiration. Visions, pictures. Feelings … like notes on my piano.

Del Cam (1996)
Was the second project I tried to become
commercial again. With Cibele De Silveira, a
Portuguese-speaking woman I was elevated.
We were totally influenced by bands like Massive Attack, Tricky and a lot of new stuff from
the ninja tunes label. But also here I had the
same problems. The singer stopped the project because there was not the expected success
during those two years.
Lago (2001 - )
Is one if my “fun” and relaxing projects. But
I stopped it now because of too little time …
Lamento (2007)
Wonderful project with a Portuguese female
singer. Very melancholic but without the
power to go forward. She stopped and that’s
the reason why I started with Silentport. In
my case, it is now easier to be my own strange
vehicle to go forward.
In the end, in retrospect, I can say that it is very
hard to find people with the same aim like me,

How did you two meet, Lory Fayer and Roman Rütten?How did your collaboration
start?

So that is the deepest part of the poems by
Lory, she reaches my inspirational vision,
a force to translate words into music. And I
would say that through her poems and the
very close contact I learned to find back to my
personal music. Music I am doing for me, for
my soul, for my feelings.
So the thoughts and visions of Lory are very
close to my vision.
And it is very important for my creativity to
have pictures, something touchable, something I can catch! I hate it to let things fall, to
send them into darkness. My way of musical
life is to bring things back into light. More or
less light … but into light.
Lory Fayer: It all happened on the net: I
have been a long-time Endraum fan, so when
I found a Silentport track on a Snowflakes
compilation I followed the link imagining to
find some more tracks (at that time I didn’t

know that Roman kept on playing after the
Endraum’s split) and instead I landed on his
facebook profile.
As in the ‘90s I had another collaboration as
lyricist with In My Rosary, I told him about
this and showed him some of the lyrics I
wrote; he liked them and asked me if he might
use “I can’t take time”, our first track together that appeared on the “Modified by Inertia”
compilation.
At the beginning I wasn’t thinking that our
collaboration would have lasted after that
track, as for me it was somewhat really astonishing to have even a single track collaboration with an artist I had been fan of, but
as Roman likes my lyrics and I adore how he
puts them in music; nevertheless, our collaboration keeps on until now with mutual esteem
and great satisfaction for the result.
Lory, what inspires you to write lyrics?
Lory Fayer: I have several inspirations, that
changed across time; when I started to write,
many years ago, my dream was to write lyrics
close to Ian Curtis’ ones; then with t time, I
think that my personal experiences, feelings
and points of view came out in my poems...
Sometimes I start to write after a sudden
thought that I develop; one of my dearest subjects are dreams, and how often they crash or
are wiped out by reality; as I am also interested in esoterism sometimes I try to imagine the
afterlife, the other spheres, describing them
the way I imagine, “I feel, I guess” they are:
a better place, maybe the place where dreams
dwell; and where some obsessions that haunt
me - like the passing time, the idea of getting
old, the fear of not having enough time to do
all the things I would like to - will fade in front
of Eternity.
Lory, how would you personally describe
your collaboration with Roman?

Roman in 1986

Lory Fayer: If I with, it in one word I would say
“empathic”; this is the most precious and rare
thing to find... I had several other collaborations self-esteem internet has been like a door
opening to the whole world, so sometimes,
above all at the beginning, I have had a frantic quest for collaborations, probably because
to find music for my words has been a desire
that remained dormant for too many years in
the past. Some of those other collaborations
turned out to be very good and fruitful, while
others ended up with disappointment or “by
themselves” as I find that the music didn’t fit
with my words; in a couple of cases, it finished
also with bad arguments. Roman, on the other hand, plays a music that’s close to the one I
would probably play if I would be able to play
an instrument, a perfect sound mirror for my
words.

fiction and fantasy genres;
maybe it’s not a fine intellectual taste, but I think that
somehow it’s connected to
my love for daydreams and
desire of evasion, for this I
have always been charmed
by other imaginary worlds,
so different from the one
where we are living in; so
maybe sci-fi movies can be
close to some of my lyrics, like “Parallel Universe”,
even if that lyric has a more
intimate, personal approach
than a sci-fi movie or book.
Are there any other influences besides music that appear in your work or in your inspiring process?
Lory Fayer: I have always regarded the new
wave as an “intellectual movement” where, at
least in the ‘80s, people shared a sort of common culture not only a musical taste: books
and authors that I think almost everybody in
that scene had read, like 1984 by Orwell, or
authors like Mishima and Bukowsky, just to
mention some of them; and I think that this
influence is present in my darkest, existentialistic lyrics. I always loved poetry, in particular, the French Damned poets, Rimbaud above
all; he had the gift to make words become
“alive” and he has always been an unreachable
example and Master for me; I love also the introspective and deeply emotional poetry and
prose of Kalil Gibran; it might sound pretentious, or even blasphemous, but I try to put
the same force and the same emotion of those
great ones in my words. As for painting, I had
a predilection for surrealism and Dalì in particular, but I don’t think it comes out in my
lyrics, at least not in a conscious way, even if
their ambience is often out of the real world; in
my “surreal” imaginary world. About movies,
I have always had a predilection for the science

What is your opinion about label practices,
what type of bands are mostly promoted or
survive in the music Industry?
Lory Fayer: Focusing on the niche to which
I think we belong, I think that the difference
between the ‘80s and now is that there aren’t
today many Ivo Watt Russel or Tony Wilson
around; men who made the name of their label a warranty of taste and a certain style;
today sales are low, but finally I remember the
LPs I bought in the ‘80s with the statement
“home taping is killing music”; nevertheless
music survived to this, as I think it will survive the digital age. I feel like labels, with few
exceptions, care more for “the known name”
than for the music, so often you can come
across self-productions better than the releases of many labels... but many of those self-producing musicians don’t know how to promote
their works, so maybe they can’t reach the
public. It’s sad because I think that niches
should be for passionate ones and that everybody should keep it in mind, while too often
you find micro labels owners that behaving
like businessmen, or even musicians with a
CD out that act like superstars; and that, in
my opinion, in the mid - long term becomes a
boomerang, because it wipes out the friendly

atmospheres that should
be the basis of any alternative niche.
Roman, tell us about
the “Weisser Herbst
Produktion” label you
founded in 1994.
Roman Rütten: WHP
was founded after a period of horrible times
working together with
the German “Danse Macabre” label were Das Ich
was doing everything.
For Endraum it was very
hard that everybody was
trying to fit our music
into a formed style, to say something concrete
with Endraum’s music. Hovi and I felt like
slaves in a strange, independent gothic system
where we have never really belonged to. We
always have the spirit to be free, to be as we
are. So we decided to start everything again
on our own. We are very inspired by factory
records and 4AD.
So Weisser Herbst is the idea to create something unique. In the past I think we were very
close to this unique idea, to promote artist
with something special, with something very
individual. For today I think it is very hard to
go on with this unique spirit. A lot of bands
are on the marked. It is something I would say
“overdone”. To find something special today is
nearly impossible. Everybody is doing music.
Everybody makes it for free. And to find and
to establish in this “jungle” of millions of musicians, labels, internet platforms like Bandcampa unique etc. your own and individual
place of artificial music.
We go on with Weisser Herbst but the aim
is not definitely clear. For the moment I am
starting at a zero point. I have done a totally reset with everything, with label activities,
music and new bands.

The future of Weisser Herbst could be to release thing in special editions together with
the possibility of download platforms.
I want you to make a brainstorming regarding your general attitude to living, creating
and developing as an artist /composer / lyrics writer.
Lory Fayer: For me living is more a challenge
to find a balance between the things “I have to
do”, like most people, and what I like to do, the
attempt to find the time for something agreeable, making life worth living and not just a
biological act of surviving. Creating, in particular writing, for me is a way to express myself, probably some side of me that I don’t like
too much to expose in the “ordinary life”; beside this, music and art in general are a great
chance to meet same-minded people, that are
the most meaningful ones to me.
You joined the Paradox Ethereal art group/
magazine and have contributed to it a lot,
what made you realise you belong there?
Roman Rütten: The ethereal art group seems
for me a very good way to find a platform for

very deep and
emotional things.
Everything in music which works
together with art,
paintings, lyric
and music seems
to have a place in
this online Paradox
Ethereal
magazine. This
is for Lory and
me a good start
to show to a very
special public our
first cooperation
between poetry
and music.
Lory Fayer: Well,
first of all, because I think that you, Mary,
believed that my poetry was good long time
before I did.... I don’t know why but I always
wished more to be a lyricist than a poetess; I
think that the right music amplifies the feelings of words. Before the internet, for me it
has never been easy to have musicians to have
collaborations with, and I was more used to
get refuses than offers.
I have even been in couple for more than four
years with a musician who never used a single
line written by me saying that he “didn’t feel
my words like his own”, so I was astonished by
your offer of publishing some of my poems on
Paradox Ethereal Magazine and even more by
the numbers of readings that they had there.
For the same reason at the beginning I found
it unbelievable that Roman liked and used
them; sometimes everything still looks like
a dream; so I have a special affection to both
Paradox Ethereal Magazine and Roman, and
I think that a lot of my self esteem, the fact
that I start to regard at myself like a poetess
(or a lyricist, as I still prefer ) is due to this ,
so for me there is and there will be a special
gratitude to Roman and a special legacy with

Paradox Ethereal Magazine.
Tell us about the Silentport EP “Words from
the Silence” your first EP, that is released
along with Paradox Ethereal Magazine, distributed free to fans of Silentport.
Roman Rütten: Lory and I have chosen very
deep songs. It is the first attempt to bring my
music and the poems of Lory into light. Not
a whole cd only a brilliant selection of rare
and deep emotional tracks. Words From the
Silence is for us the first possibility to present
Silentport and Lory in a new and very professional light. Among all songs, there are stories about the inner loneliness, the attempt to
find an end for all and maybe a filigrain hint
on how to survive in this very cold and mechanised world. Words From the Silence is a
view insight of two artists far away from each
other with a very unique soul. Maybe you can
understand Words From the Silence as a desire never drowning from the past, transported into the presence and a way of life for the
future. A way to take care of ourselves, a look
behind a cold curtain of a cold and fast society.

Lory Fayer: I think that the whole EP turns
around the title track: the words, the dreams,
the hopes so cherished that we prefer to hide
within the silence for the fear that they might
fade or would be misunderstood if revealed,
and the unbearable feeling of being naked and
vulnerable in the rare moments when the inner side comes to light. The unspoken words
from the silence are usually about something
desired or dreamt for a long time, for this reason, I regard this track as a sort of the key for
the rest of the EP, that represents just some
of the endless ways that could fulfil the wishes dwelling in the silence; it might be a love
or a soul elevation through art; a bit like the
one evoked by the Baudelaire’s poem; as often
artists look for an elevation, a transmutation,
a connection with the inner spheres where
dwell the muses and the High Spirits, like the
“Lady of the Night”, that is the Moon. I wrote
that lyric the day of the red moon having in
mind “The Sea Priestess” by Dion Fortune
and all the symbolic and religious meanings
connected to the moon; it’s like a plea to keep
alive our “lunar side” the insightful, mystical,
dreamy one; the last lines are a reference to
“Isis unveiled” who takes off the veil to reveal
all the Mysteries to the dead ones, because
death is the final destination of each human
journey.
Roman and Lory, how do you imagine yourselves in five years from now concerning Silentport?
Roman Rütten: For me, it’s all question of inner “fun” how things develop. I think in five
years so much can happen. I hope to be able
to play live with Silentport with a very close
group of friends from everywhere. So I am always thinking of short steps. The first step is
this participation in Paradox Ethereal magazine. The second step will be a CD completely
with the lyrics of Lory and the collaborations
with Laura Agerly . The third step will be a
CD with all my German songs and the lyrics

created by me.
You see everything is possible.
Lory Fayer: I imagine this collaboration to
last, for five years and even more, hopefully with some official releases and artistic acknowledgement. This is a deeply emotional
project and I hope that one day it can cross the
musical genre borders to reach all the people
able to feel the emotions within a song. For
me art should always be about emotions, otherwise, it would be just an empty exercise in
style.
This is also one of the reasons why I am so glad
to have our EP featured with Paradox: I think
your public is composed by various art lovers,
so it’s both a way to say you “thank you” for
the support you give me at my beginnings and
at the same time an attempt to stretch beyond
our circle, hoping that who reads the magazine might also enjoy Silentport songs.”
Thank you
Roman Rütten: Thanx to you for your help to
bring Silentport forward!

*

CONTACT
https://soundcloud.com/silentport-silentport
https://silentport.bandcamp.com/
https://www.discogs.com/artist/3500501-Silentport
Lory Fayer FB:
https://www.facebook.com/iansdougher
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SILENTPORT
“WORDS FROM
THE SILENCE”
EP 2017
Exclusively released with
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issue 14, May 2017
all rights reserved, 2017

The EP starts dynamically with the alluring piano
theme of Words From the
Silence. Laura Agerli (LadyGhost), together with Roman Rütten in vocals, cast a sirenic spell to
the listener, who, being lost in the seductive
lyrics of Lory Fayer, is left asking for more silentport.
The journey goes on with Lady of the Night,
full of haunting vocals; a mesmerising, rich
composition, possessing a strong narrative
and a theatrical sense, enriched by the beautiful lyrics of Lory Fayer that add their magical
touch full of genuine sentimentality. The voice
of Bjarkan Wolfsdóttir combined with that of
Roman Rütten creates a mystical atmosphere,
almost evocative.
By all means a very powerful track. Love Like
a Deliverance follows; a melancholic track,
introspective and nostalgic, truly poetic and
unapologetically flourishing, it paces the way
for Transmutation’s vocals by Roman Rütten.
Unlike in Love Like a Deliverance, the vocals
are less wistful and equally dreamlike.
A powerful EP, worthy of this rare artistic collaboration.
Mary Vareli

All tracks were written and composed by silentport / Roman Rütten in 2017
The lyrics are by Lory Fayer
Vocals by roman Rütten/silentport
Vocals on “lady of the night” by Bjarkan
Wolfsdóttir
Vocals on “words from the silence” by Laura
Agerli (LadyGhost)
TRACKS (download link)
1. Words From the Silence
2. Lady of the Night
3. Love Like a Deliverance
4. Transmutation
Recorded between 2016 and 2017
@ weisser herbst studio fm
weisser herbst produktion, 2017
all rights reserved
contact: silentport@gmx.de
further information:
www.facebook.com/silentport.silentport
https://soundcloud.com/silentport-silentport
www.paradoxethereal-magazine.com

IN LOVE WITH
the artistic flood of the album,
DAY BEFORE US
the ambient sounds and the
NIHIL INTERIT / RAGE organ prevail. Vigils of Time
IN EDEN – RAGE114, 2016 follows; another experimental,
CD, Album, Ltd Edition
instrumental, almost meditative, track that sets the mood
for Per Aspera ad Astra.

The emotional, ethereal and
dark ambient project Day Before Us, formed in 2011 by
Philippe Blache, keeps embracing its stylistic inclination
in a professional and artistic
manner. Nihil Interit is the
seventh album of Day Before
Us by Rage In Eden in CD,
album, limited Edition (300
copies) RAGE114 format, released on 01 Dec 2016.
It is an electronic, dark ambient, modern classical, darkwave and experimental album
composed by Philippe Blache,
also playing the keyboards.
The lyrics and the lead vocals
are by the versatile artist and
lyrical singer, based in Cheboksary, Natalya Romashina. The album is mastered
by Giuseppe Verticchio and
the Photography is created by
Anne Stockmann.

Per Aspera ad Astra brings
the listener for the first time
in touch with Natalya Romashina’s ethereal voice and
is an unapologetic dive into
the depths of romanticism,
reaching its peak with her
mystical recitation “through
hardships to the stars”. An
evocative sadness is mixed
with a deeply spiritual mood
and is enhanced by ambient
tones.
Zatvornik is another discreet
and ethereal visitation of awe

and devoutness, sung in Russian. The track is constantly developing, ending in an
elfish ethereal tone with the
bells still ringing and bringing
memories.

narrative in tone. A demanding composition framed by
Natalya’s velvety voice, singing in French, worthy of her
fame as a classical, lyric singer. The words are taken from
Maximilian Voloshin’s poem
“Paris”.
In Igne Purgatorio, as the
name implies, is a trip into
Purgatorio, an instrumental
track with haunting sound effects.
Depicted Chronicle is full of
nostalgia, as the track lyrics
also imply in English. And the
storm begins again... The piano theme at the end is a genius
addition.
Nihil Interit, epic, ambient
and instrumental brings our
trip into dark romanticism to

an end, a journey that runs
like water dipping into our
soul, a farewell characterised
by an optimistic piano tune,
full of promises for more masterpieces to come. A heavenly
collaboration, a “marriage of
L’aile du soir, is like the sun true minds”.
Saint of Grief is a proper in- after a much-desired rain,
troduction to melancholy and more elevated in mood and MV

IN LOVE WITH
ing with ghost-like ones, set- tion, introspective and rich it
THE MOON AND THE ting triumphantly the back- touches the depths of the soul.
NIGHTSPIRIT
ground of an enchanted forest. Kristálymezök is full of MedMETANOIA / AUERBACH
iterranean musical elements a
TONTRÄGER 2017 / CD Al- Az Elsö Tündér Megidézése spiritual aura and some melbum, Ltd, Num, Dig, MP3
continues the complex ex- ancholia. Definitely my third
ploration in the same mood, favourite track.
preparing the listener for Hen Panta Einai (Minden
Mystérion Mega, a mystical Egy) is a track full of ambitrack with vocals and recita- ence and imaginative soundtions that, in an evocative way, scapes, narrative and develsummon entities in a true oping until the last minute. A
Mysterion Mega, with the vio- darker track that characterises
lin prevailing and all creatures the whole awakening mood of
this atmospheric and mystical
of the forest lurking.
album.
Kilenc Hid is a more experimental, almost instrumental, The deluxe edition also inhypnotic track with the flute cludes two remixes of Az
The fantasy and pagan-in- to prevail while A Fény Dia- Elsö Tündér Megidézése and
fluenced Hungarian neofolk dala is more ethereal, elfish Mystérion Mega.
band The Moon And The and traditional. One of the
Nightspirit released their sixth band’s best tracks so worthy of A beautiful album framed
album Metanoia, on 17 March their ethereal presence in the with the beautiful artwork of
2017. This limited (250) edi- genre.
Ágnes Tóth.
tion comes in a box with the Metanoia is another masterdigipak CD, a 2 track bonus piece, an inspired composi- MV
CD, a mini-poster and three
art cards with one of them
numbered and hand signed.
Three years after Holdrejtek
The Moon And The Nightspirit come back with one
more enchanting album full of
wild tales, mystical creatures,
haunting vocals and magical
compositions, using various
instruments like the violin, a
variety of percussion, acoustic guitar, woodwinds, piano,
dulcimer, flute and harp.
A Hajnal Köszöntése opens
the door to the magical realm
with ethereal vocals alternat-

IN LOVE WITH
teristic of the personal idiom
ARTHUAN REBIS
of Arthuan Rebis, who puts
SPELLS, SPIRITS AND SPI- his soul in the song. This first
RALS / SELF-RELEASED impression is not left unno2016 / CD Album, Ltd, Num, ticed by the listener who imDig, MP3
mediately realizes the contact
with a highly spiritual piece of
music. The bansuri is played
by Daniele Dubbini.
Aqua Apua (memories of
an Orop-spirit) starts with
drops of water falling, the
harp reinforces this feeling. A
smart, delicate and artful tune
that tells a story, the nature of
which is up to the listener’s
imagination span.
Spells, Spirits and Spirals is
a self-produced album by Arthuan Rebis, a harpist and a
multi-talented artistic personality from northern Tuscany,
Italy. Possessing this album
I consider myself one of the
privileged ones, as this work
is hard to find. Alessandro
Arthuro Cucurnia (Arthuan
Rebis) is the vocalist and the
one playing all three types of
harp, hulusi, esraj, bouzouki, flutes, frame drum and the
sound bed. He has also written
all lyrics - except Eleusi and La
Blanche Biche - mixed, edited
and mastered the album and
created the graphics.
Artistic skill combined with
imagination and influences comprise the right combination to evoke pathways
and dimensions concerning
the first track of the album,
Nemeton Kerwan. The vocals
of Nemeton Kerwa are charac-

Wenthuil (spirits of the air)
is a ballad possessing a traditional essence, romantic and
melancholic, nostalgic and
sentimental, sung in a magical language.Call of the Ancestors chanting is also deeply meditative, emitting an
atmospheric, spiritual aura.
The harp in the track Keridwen and Taliesin speaks to
memories of a lost youth, lost
in the sizzling sound of fire
next to the fireplace.
La Blanche Biche is a traditional song
from Brittany,
perf o r m e d
b e autif ul ly
by Arthuan Rebis in
French.
Prince
of
Oyfed inst r ument a l
harp tune is
equally en-

chanting with other instrumental tracks like John Dee,
Fiumi Di Luna and Brezza
Bretone, this last track is another evocative, metaphysical
and airy tune, while John Dee
is outstanding; its archetypal
sound seems the only way to
communicate the essence of
this great Elizabethan occultist’s spirit.
Eleusi is Angello Tonelli’s
recitation in Greek and then
in Italian. This alluring recitation is a translation of an excerpt from Plutarch, elaborated by Angello Tonelli himself.
Music for Oroborus Fire
Snow and Cosmic Sound
Harmonies, where Daniele
Dubbini also plays the bansuri
are extra tracks that complete
the journey competently.
All in all, a masterpiece that
flirts with Renaissance sounds
equally with Mediterranean
traditional music. Spirituality
and earthly delights are symmetrically explored leaving
the listener into a deeply meditative and introspective state.
MV

IN LOVE WITH
en route from melancholy to
A THOUSAND HOURS
existential angst. Hold, Down
ENDLESS GREY/ A THOU- and Flood add to the penSAND HOURS 2017 / CD sive, lachrymose attitude of
Album, FLACK, MP3
the album while The Desolate
Hour its more optimistic disposition emits a semblance of
a dawn.
Rainy Days marks another
moody state of mind with the
attendance of Nico Beatastic.
The album ends with a track
that is not easily forgotten,
Closure, its ritualistic tension
is unparalleled. Together with
Endless Gray and The Desolate Hour they are the most
A Thousand Hours is an powerful tracks of the album.
American
slowcore
and
dream pop project from Alas- “Endless Grey” is quite chalka. Their debut album “End- lenging, a dark and heavy alless Grey”, released March 17 bum, worthy of its compensaon Vesper Records, is a dream tive attitude.
pop, ethereal, shoegaze album
that follows the steps of the Red Collier - Vocals, Guitar
legendary 4AD with its mel- Albert Gresens - Guitar, Bass
ancholia, echoes and ethere- Demi Haynes - Guitar, Bass,
al vocals. The magical recipe Vocals
has always been the guitar, the Nadi Mack
brass and the keyboards com- - Keybined with haunting ambient boards,
soundscapes and stirred by Vocals
existentialism.
Produced
by A
Endless Grey is a melanchol- Thousand
ic track that sets the pace for Hours
the whole album, possessing Mastered
a narrative mood and alluring by Greg
lyrics. B is a tack with deep Wilson
ambient elements. The to first
tracks magically touched by Album
Mandy Clare (Lights That art by Red
Change) are followed by Ship Collier
and its floating, dreamy mood.
Moments and Tender are still MV

FURTHER INFORMATION

The band’s first release was
the shimmery and bittersweet
“Desolate Hour” single which
was released in promotion
and anticipation of this album
in January.
Lead singer and songwriter
Red Collier describes the album as, “...Our little fingerprint on the reemerging dream
pop and shoegaze scene. It is
very much a labor of love that
is different than so many of
these redux based bands. We
missed the eighties by almost
thirty years, but we hope that
this release both carries the
torch of all our favorite bands,
as well as pushes the envelope
of all they have built.”
Their are certain thematic elements that reoccur throughout the album including water,
rain, clouds and floods, as well
as isolation, existencial angst
and escape.”

JAN ŠVANKMAJER
Czech film director, scriptwriter, stage designer, visual artist

by Tania Santou

“André Breton would not say "Surrealistic painting", he would
say "Surrealism in painting". In the same way, I speak of Surrealism in film. Surrealism is psychology, it is philosophy, it is a
spiritual way, but it is not an aesthetic. Surrealism is not interested in actually creating any kind of aesthetic..”

Jan Švankmajer born

4 September 1934) is a
Czech filmmaker and
artist whose work spans
several media. He is a
self-labeled
surrealist
known for his animations
and features, which have
greatly influenced other
artists such as Terry Gilliam, the Brothers Quay,
and many others.
LIFE AND CAREER
Jan Švankmajer is a Czech animator and filmmaker born in Prague. An early influence on
his later artistic development was a puppet
theatre he was given for Christmas as a child.
He studied at the College of Applied Arts in
Prague and later in the Department of Puppetry at the Prague Academy of Performing
Arts. He contributed to Emil Radok’s film
Doktor Faust in 1958 and then began working
for Prague’s Semafor Theatre where he founded the Theatre of Masks.
He then moved on to the Laterna Magika multimedia theatre, where he renewed his association with Radok. This theatrical experience
is reflected in Švankmajer’s first film The Last
Trick, which was released in 1964. Under the
influence of theoretician Vratislav Effenberger Švankmajer moved from the mannerism of
his early work to classic surrealism, first manifested in his film The Garden (1968), and
joined the Czechoslovakian Surrealist Group.

He was married to Eva Švankmajerová, an
internationally known surrealist painter, ceramicist, and writer until her death in October 2005. Švankmajerová collaborated on several of her husband’s movies, including Alice,
Faust, and Otesánek. They had two children,
Veronika (b. 1963) and Václav (b. 1975, an animator).
THE ŠVANKMAJER STYLE
Švankmajer has gained a reputation over several decades for his distinctive use of stop-motion technique, and his ability to make surreal,
nightmarish, and yet somehow funny pictures.
He continues to make films in Prague. Švankmajer’s trademarks include very exaggerated
sounds, often creating a very strange effect in
all eating scenes. He often uses fast-motion
sequences when people walk or interact. His
movies often involve inanimate objects being
brought to life through stop motion. Many of

his films also include clay objects in stop motion, otherwise known as claymation. Food
is a favourite subject and medium. Švankmajer also uses pixilation in many of his films,
including Food (1992) and Conspirators of
Pleasure (1996).
Stop-motion features in most of his work,
though recently his feature films have included much more live action sequences than animation.
Many of his movies, like the short film Down
to the Cellar, are made from a child’s perspective, while at the same time often having a truly disturbing and even aggressive nature. In
1972 the communist authorities banned him
from making films, and many of his later films
were suppressed. He was almost unknown in
the West until the early 1980s. Writing in The
New York Times, Andrew Johnston praised
Svankmajer’s artistry, stating “while his films
are rife with cultural and scientific allusions,
his unusual imagery possesses an accessibility that feels anchored in the shared language
of the subconscious, making his films equally
rewarding to the culturally hyperliterate and
to those who simply enjoy visual stimulation.”
Thoroughfare in Knovíz, Kladno District,
Czech Republic. The former cinema building
on the right: Jan Švankmajer’s studio
Today Švankmajer is one of the most celebrated animators in the world. Among his
best known works are the feature films Alice
(1988), Faust (1994), Conspirators of Pleasure
(1996), Little Otik (2000) and Lunacy (2005),
a surreal comic horror based on two works
of Edgar Allan Poe and the life of Marquis de
Sade. The two stories by Poe, “The System of
Doctor Tarr and Professor Fether” and “The
Premature Burial”, provide Lunacy its thematic focus, whereas the life of Marquis de Sade
provides the film’s blasphemy. Also famous
(and much imitated) is the short Dimensions
of Dialogue (1982), selected by Terry Gilliam

as one of the ten best animated films of all
time. His films have been called “as emotionally haunting as Kafka’s stories.”His latest film
is Surviving Life from 2010.
His next project is called Insects (Hmyz). It
has a projected budget of 40 million CZK and
a preliminary release set for 2017. The film
will be based on the play Pictures from the Insects’ Life by Karel Čapek, which Švankmajer
describes as following: “This Čapek´s play is
a very misanthropic, and I always liked it —
bugs behave as a human beings, and people
behave as insects. Similar thematic content to
Franz Kafka and his famous Metamorphosis.”
AWARDS
In 2000, Švankmajer received Lifetime
Achievement Award at the World Festival of
Animated Film - Animafest Zagreb.
On 27 July 2013 he received the Innovation

& Creativity Prize by Circolino dei Films, an
independent Italian cultural organization.
On 10 July 2014, he received the 2014 FIAF
Award during a special ceremony of the Karlovy Vary International Film Festival.
FILMOGRAPHY
2017 Hmyz (pre-production)
2010 Prezít svuj zivot (teorie a praxe)
2005 Sílení
2003 The Collected Shorts of Jan Svankmajer:
The Early Years Vol. 1 (Video)
2003 The Collected Shorts of Jan Svankmajer:
The Later Years Vol. 2 (Video)
2000 Otesánek
1996 Spiklenci slasti
1994 Faust
1993 Jídlo (Short)
1991 Konec stalinismu v Cechách (Short)
1989 Flora (Short)
1989 Animated Self-Portraits (Short)
1989 Muzné hry (Short)
1989 Tma/Svetlo/Tma (Short)
1989 Zamilované maso (Short)
1988 Another Kind of Love (Short)
1987 Neco z Alenky

From Faust, 1994

1984 Kyvadlo,
jáma a nadeje (Short)
1983 Do pivnice (Short)
1983 Moznosti dialogu (Short)
1982 Zánik domu Usherú (Short)
1977 Otrantský zámek (Short)
1974 Leonarduv denik (Short)
1971 Zvahlav aneb Saticky Slameného Huberta (Short)
1971 Don Sajn (Short)
1971 Tichý týden v dome (Short)
1970 Kostnice (Documentary short)
1969 Picknick mit Weismann (Short)
1968 Byt (Short)
1968 Zahrada (Short)
1967 Historia Naturae, Suita (Short)
1967 Et Cetera (Short)
1967 Hra s kameny (Short)
1966 Rakvickarna (Short)
1965 Johann Sebastian Bach: Fantasia G-moll
(Short)
1964 Poslední trik pana Schwarcewalldea a
pana Edgara (Short)
REFERENCES
Wikipedia
IMDb

Eva Švankmajerová: z cyklu Mutus liber (1997–2004)

The Flat, 1968

NECO Z ALENKY (1987)
A surrealistic revision of Alice in Wonderland.

FAUST (1994
A very free adaptation of Marlowe’s ‘Doctor
Faustus’, Goethe’s ‘Faust’ and various other
treatments of the old legend of the man who
sold his soul to the devil. Svankmajer’s Faust
is a nondescript man who, after being lured by
a strange map into a sinister puppet theatre,
finds himself immersed in an indescribably
weird version of the play, blending live actors,
clay model animation and giant puppets. .
SÍLENÍ / LUNCY (2005)
A man takes up residence with a mysterious
marquis and is soon persuaded to enter into
an asylum for preventative therapy. Things are
not what they seem, and the marquis may be
even more sinister than what the young man
may’ve predicted.
OTESÁNEK (2000)
A woman takes the root he husband carved in
the shape of a baby as her baby and starts to
pretend that it is real, until it becomes real...

by Roberta Sparrow

THE VICTORIAN
GENTLEMAN
“Keep up appearances whatever
you do”
Charles Dickens in Martin
Chuzzlewit, 1843
The Victorian era was a time
of tremendous social and economic flux, the middle class,
being able to consume goods
felt they were the higher social plane, wishing to purchase
appropriate manners and stylish clothing that differentiated
them from farmers and workers. The rules of “polite society” prevailed, though, ironically they were based on the
norms of the «obsolete” European aristocratic society.
“The true gentleman is one who
has been fashioned after the
highest models...his qualities depend not on fashion or manners
but upon moral worth--not on
personal possessions but upon
personal qualities”
Happy Homes and the Hearts
that Make Them, 1882

Pierre Vigny and Edward Barton-Wright demonstrate walking stick combat. (The Bartitsu Society)

WEIRD POSTCARDS

Clarence Hudson White, The May Pole, 1899

